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I. INTRODUCTION 
We begin by giving a precise matheTnatical definition of what we 
mean by the term regression model. 
Ic o 
Let (A, r, P) be a probability space, X c R , 0 c and n a 
natural number larger than p. We denote the elements of A by X, those 
of X by X, and those of 0 by 9. Let {e^}^_^ be a sequence of random 
variables; that is, a sequence of real valued functions with argument 
(X) which are measurable (A, F). Let f be a real valued function with 
argument (x, 6), a sequence from X, and 6° a point in R. Then 
a regression model is defined to be the sequence of random variables 
given by 
L L —J-
y^(X) = f(x^, a° )  + e^(X). 
It is customary in statistics TO suppress the argument (X) of ran­
dom variables and make no mention of (A, F, ?). We have explicitly 
assumed the existence of (A, F, ?) in order to have access to the theo­
rems of probability theory as they are stated in works such as Tucker 
(1967) but will follow statistical convention in the sequel. This con­
vention will prove awkward at times and we adopt the following two de­
vices to deal with these occasions. 
f - 0® ^ 
Let c = {{e (X')}^ X' e A}. We refer to the elements of E as 
oo % t = i 
realizations of the sequence of random variables {e } ^ and denote an 
element of E by {e'}^ ^. Thus E may be thought of as a collection of 
oo t t=l 00 
sequences of real number-s. Let S be a statement. When we say that "S 
2 
holds for almost all realizations of {e^}" we mean that there is a sub­
set E of such that (a) çt E implies S holds, (b) F = 
{À e A: {e^(X)} e E} e F and (c) P(F) = 0. 
When we refer to a subset of A which is the inverse image of a ran­
dom variable Z we will adopt Tucker's (1967, p. 9) usage of brackets. 
Thus if B is a Borel set 
[Z e 3] = {X e A: Z(X) e B} 
Similarly 
Cll^_lf(x^, 8)e_! > e] = {A £ A: lÇ_^f(x^, 6)e_(X)| > e}. 
Combining these two devices we will sometimes write "S holds except for 
realizations {e^} s E where P[{e^} e E] = 0." 
L L 
In view of the convention, a regression model is defined to be a 
sequence of real valued random variables {y.with the structure: 
y. = fCx^, 9°) T e^ 
where 
X £ X c , 
s E G CR-, 
f : X X n ». R-^, 
anc 
{x , is a sequence from X, 
X L = _L 
3 
is a sequence of random variables 
0® is a point in 0, 
n .is a natural number larger than p. 
We require that the sequences {x_^} and {e\,} be infinite because at 
times we will be taking limits as n tends to infinity of functions such 
as n - f(x^, 6®)}^. Clearly, in discussions where n is fixed 
throughout we need only have {x^}^_^ and specified or equiva-
lently take and to be arbitrary. We draw attention 
to the fact that {x^} is not a collection of random variables but rather 
represents a mapping of the natural numbers {1, 2, ...} into X. 
From the definition it is seen that for all choices of n > p a 
regression model is completely specified wien X, 0, f, {x^}, {e^}, and 0° 
are given. Thus, we shall often represent a regression model by the six-
tuple 
(X, Î2, f, {x^}, {e }, 8°). 
Regression models may be classified according to the form of the 
first three coordinates of the six-tuple (X, f). For example, con­
sider the class L of regression models (X, f, {x^}, {e^}, 0°) for 
which n = R^ and f may be placed in the form 
f(x, 6) = SqCx) + %\_.0.a.(x) 
where a. : X —5."" i=0,l, -..,p. L will be called xhe class of 
linear models. We will say thax a regression model is nonlinear if it is 
4 
not in L and that a class of regression models is nonlinear if it has at 
least one nonlinear msaber. 
This dissertation will be concerned with problems of inference for 
various nonlinear classes. To be more specific we will consider the fol­
lowing problem. 
Problem A Given (X, 0, f) from some nonlinear class and {e^}, 
choose a sequence and draw a sample from the random var­
i a b l e s  { y , s o  t h a t  c e r t a i n  s t a x i s t i c a l  i n f e r e n c e s  m a y  b e  m a d e  f o r  9 ® .  
Other than our knowledge that the true value of 8 is a member of Q 
we suppose no other knowledge of the true value 9®. To the extent that a 
research worker has confidence that a finite secuence {x _ is from a t x=l 
sequence {x^} _ for which our results hold we provide assistance for the 
problem: 
Problem B Given (X, f) from some nonlinear class, {e^}"_,, 
{x^}^_^ and a sample {y'}^_^ from the random variables {y.make cer-
L L —J. T C — -L. L L —J. 
tain statistical inferences for 6°. 
As has been pointed out several times in the literature. Problems 
A, 3 for the class L have received considerable attention whereas the 
subject of nonlinear regression has not. An introduction to nonlinear 
regression models and a bibliography may be found in Chapter 10 of Draper 
and Smith (1956). The following brief review of the recent literature 
will suffice for our purposes. 
Let M be the class of regression models for which: (a) Q is compact, 
and (b) for each x e X all partial derivatives in 9 of f(x, 6) up to the 
second oraer exist and are continuous in 6. M is obviously a nonlinear 
5 
class. 
If a regression model r e M satisfies the conditions: (a) The col­
lection {e } are independent and identically distributed with zero mean 
and finite non-zero variance; (b) The functions n 6)h(x^, 9) 
g 
converge uniformly when g(x, 6), h(x, 9) = f(x, 9), f(x, 8), 
39^99j f(x, 6) (i, j = 1, 2, p); (c) Other (mild) regularity con­
ditions; Jennrich (1969) has shown that for each n there is a measurable 
function 9^(y^, y^, y^) with range in Î2 so that 9 = 8^(y^, y^, —, 
y ) satisfies 
n 
Zt=i^^t - - f(*t' 
We refer to such a 9^ as a leasT squares estimator. In addition, Jennrich 
shows that 9^ converges almost surely to 9®, n - f(x^, 9^^}^ 
converges almost surely to and that t/tÎ (6^ - 9®) is asymptotically 
normally distributed. 
Hartley (1951) describes one of The more efficient procedures for 
computing 9^, -he Modified Gauss-Newton Method. Problems of testing 
hypotheses and constructing confidence intervals intervals are usually 
attacked by choosing an approximating regression model from The class L. 
See Chapter 4 of Williams (1959) or HarTley (1964) for examples and for 
an exception see Beale (195C). 
With these results in nonlinear regression in mind let us consider 
a regression model described by Fuller (1959). We will suppress the 
arguments of f(x, 9) by writing f and for the moment substitute lower 
case Roman letters for the parameter 9. X is a closed interval of the 
5 
real line and following the usual notation X° denotes the interior of X. 
In many practical situations Fuller points out that a desirable choice 
for f is 
2 f = a^ + a^x + a^x x ^  C 
f = + b^x + bgx^ X > C 
vàiere: (a) C e X® and is assumed known, (b) we require that f be contin­
uous in x at C, and (c) have a continuous first derivative in x at the 
point C . The conditions (b), and (c) on f impose the linear restric­
tions on the parameters: 
a^ + a^C + agC^ = b^ + b^C + b^C^ 
a^ + Za-gC = b^ + 2h^C. 
These linear restrictions reduce the number of independent parameters 
from six to four. 
In order to obtain a convenient form for f we choose 8^ = b^, 
&2 - Sg = bg, = a^ - bg as the four independent parameters. Let 
1 r ^  0 
sgn(r) = < 
0 r < 0 
then we may write for f 
7 
f(x, 6) = 6^ + BgX + 8gX^ + e^(C - x)^sgn(C - x). 
Set S2 = R and the Fuller model is a member of L. 
Suppose that instead of assuming complete knowledge of the join 
point C we are only willing to assume that C is contained in some closed 
and bounded interval [c, dj c X°. Setting 8^ = C we have 
f(x, 6) = 6^ + e^x + 8gX^ + 8^(8g - x)^sgn(8g - x). 
If we let 0 = 5 X [c, d] then the regression model is not in L. Neither 
is the model in M however. This is true not only because 0 is not compact 
but also because che second partial derivative of f(x, 8) in 8^ does not 
exist for all (x, 8) EX% 0. We will demonstrate this fact in Chapter 
II . 
We will call the class of Fuller models with join point unspecified 
F. That is, F is the collection of regression models 
r = (X, 0, f, {x^}, {e^}» 8°) 
where 
X = [a, b] -»<a<b<" 
£2 = R X [c, d] a < c < d < b 
f(x, 8) = 8, -r 8gX T 6 x^ + G^(8g - x)^sgn(8^ - x) . 
Our objective is to define a nonlinear class W such that N H f 9^ 0 
and obtain solutions for Problem A when r e W. Specifically we shall ob­
tain results in estimation for members of W similar TO the cited results 
8 
of Jennrich (1959) and Hartley (1951). We next focus attention on prob­
lems of testing hypotheses about 9® for members of K' notably H: 8® = 8^ 
Pi 
vs. K: 6° ^  e^. Writing 8 = (S(j_)' ®(2)^ vith 6^^^ e R we will in 
addition consider the problem of testing H: 8° s 0^ = {8 eî2: " o®(2)^ 
vs. K: 0 ^  for those models where f is of the form 
n 
_Pi 
f(x, 8) = a^Cx, 8(2)) f Ii=iS^a^(x, e^g))-
The class SI which we describe in Chapter II will contain some members 
of i. If the user of our results is concerned with a regression model in 
W n L he is advised to consult the literature for L as he may expect to 
find stronger results than we obtain here. As an example, for regression 
models in W fl L 6^ not only converges almost surely to 8° but is the 
best linear unbiased estimator of 8°. 
We remark here that Robinson (1954) and Hudson (1955) have considered 
problems of segmented regressions where the join point C is to be esti­
mated. Robinson does not consider the case when the segmented regressions 
f^(x, 8^^^), 8(2)) are required to be continuous in x at the join 
point C, i.e. f^(C, 8^^^) = f2(C, ®(2)' Hudson considers the problem of 
compuring the least squai'-es estimate of the parameters ®(2)' ^  
under the requirement that f^(C, f2(C, ®(2)^ which he calls 
a join of Type Three. He recommends iterative techniques. Malinvaud 
(1970) gives a proof of the weak consistency of 8^ (convergence in prob­
ability) for members of W. 
Lastly, we note these details of organization. In the remaining 
chapters, certain statements about regression models will be labeled 
9 
Assumptions and :-dll be numbered consecutively throughout the chapters. 
Assumptions will be used to define the nonlinear class N and as hypotheses 
for our principal results which we call Theorems. Theorems, as Assump­
tions, will be numbered consecutively throughout the chapters. Defini­
tions, Lemmas, Propositions, and the like will be numbered consecutively 
within the chapters. The end of each proof will be indicated by the 
symbol D• 
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II. THE NONLINEAR CLASS M AND SOME ELEMENTS OF N 
A. ' The Principal Assumptions 
For convenience of reference we repeat our definition of a regres­
sion model. 
Definition 2.1 A regression model, represented by 
(X, n, f, {e^}, 6°) 
is a sequence of real valued random variables with the structure 
= f (x^, 8°) + e_ 
where 
X G X 
0 E 0 CB?, 
f: X X n ^ 
and 
is a sequence from X, 
r 1 IS a sequence of random variables, 
6° is a point in 0, 
n is a natural number larger than p. 
Definition 2.2 Let A denote the sigma algebra of subsets of X 
defined by 
11 
A = {A: A = B n X, B a Borel subset of R }. 
Definition 2.3 If A is a subset of X then the indicator of A 
I, is defined as the function over X which satisfies 
A 
0 X ^  A 
I, (x) = 
' 1 X e A. 
Definition 2.4 Given a finite sequence {x^}^_^ from X, we de­
fine V' to be the measure on (X, A) which satisfies 
n 
-1 rn 
'n %t=l h ("t' 
for each A e A. 
Definirion 2.5 A sequence of measures on (X, A) will be 
said to converge weakly to a measure v on (X, A) if for every real valued 
function g over X which is continuous and bounded we have 
j g(x) dv^(x) /jj g(x) dv(x) 
as n 
We introduce some nora~ion which we will find useful in the sequel. 
Definition 2.6 Given a regression model (X, f, {x^}, {e^}, 6°) 
and a natural number n > p we define: 
V to be the del operator with respect to 0 when it exists. That is 
v^f(x,8) = (Ig-^fCxje), |g-^f(x,0), |j^f(x,e), ... , |g-f(x,e) ). 
F^(9) to be the n x p matrix wixh rows ? f(xt,9) (t = 1, 2, ... , n). 
12 
f^ (0) = (fCx ,^e), fCxjjô), , f(x ,^e))^  (n X 1). 
Yn = (yi' y2" ' '' ^ ' 
= (e^, Gg, , e^)"^ (n x 1). 
V = It=i {^t -
E to he the- range of the random variable e . 
n ° n 
''n = + 'n' ® = V" 
Remark 2.1 We will often omit the subscript n of F^(9), f^(6), 
y^, e^ and Qg^8) in proofs. 
Our theorems and many intermediate results are stated in terms of 
the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1 0 is a closed subset of R^. 
Assumption 2 f(x, 9) is continuous on X x 0 . 
Assumption 3 For each y^ in there is a 0 in such that 
Q^(e^ = infp_ 0^(6). 
Assumption 4 {e^,} is a collection of independent and identical-
2 2 ly distributed random variables with mean 0 and variance ct where 0 < a 
< <». 
Assumption 5 X is a compact subset of R . 
Assumption 6 The sequence {x^} is such that the sequence of 
measures converges weakly to a measureuon (X, A). 
Assumption 7 Assumption 6 holds and y is such that 0 F 0® and 
0 e 0 imply y{x: f(x,0) ^  f(x,0 )} > 0. 
Assumption 8 Given M > 0 there exists an N and a K such that for 
-1 vn ^2, 
all n > N and all GeG if n ^ ^ f'Cx^, 6) < M then |l0l| < K.  (Xt' X | |
13 
Assumption 9 There is a liovmded sphere 0° containing S® open 
in ^  such that the closure in bP, 0°, is a subset of 0. 
Assumption 10 Assumption 9 is satisfied and Vf(x,e) exists and 
is continuous on X x . 
Assumption 11 Assumption 6 holds and the p x p matrix 
F^F = [ /,~f(x,0°) l^fCxjS®) dv(x) ] 
i j 
is positive definite. 
Assumption 12 Assumption 9 is satisfied and 
f(x, 6) = f(x, 6°) + V^f(x, eo)(e - 8°)^ + *(x, 6)il6 - Q°\f 
where $(x, 6) is uniformly bounded for (x, 8) e X x £2°. 
Assumption 13 Assumption 10 is satisfied and f, {e^} are such 
that if a sequence of random variables {8^} each with range in 0° satis­
fies ) 6° and = i^f^ 0^(8)] 1 as n » then 
vn 1 1 • 
as n »• «> for i = l,.2, .p. 
Assumption 14 Assumption •+ holds and each is normally dis­
tributed. 
Assumption 15 There does not exist an n x 1 vector n and a 
function c: 2 *• [0, <») such that f (8°) - f (8) = c(6) n. 
14 
B. The Nonlinear Class W 
Definition 2.7 We define the nonlinear class N to be the class 
of regression models for which Assumptions 1 through 15 inclusive hold. 
C. Members of F n W 
Definition 2.8 Let F denote the class of regression models for 
which X = [a, b], G = % [c, d], -<»<a<c<d<b<o>, and 
f(x, 8) = 8^ + 8gX + 8^%^ + 8^(6^ - x)^sgn(8g - x). 
We will show that W is not empty and is a nonlinear class by show­
ing that a member of F is a menber of fJ. First we prove four lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1 Let -a><a<c<d<b < «> and X = [a, b]. Let the 
finite sequence {x^}^_^ from X have five members x^, x^, ..., x^ which 
satisfy xj^ < x^ < c, d < x^ < x^ < x^. Let W be the n x 5 matrix with 
rows 
W^ = (1, x^, x^, (8g - x^)^sgn(8g - x^), 2(0^ - x^)sgn(e^ - x^)) 
and let U be the n x ^ matrix with rows 
2 2 
u^ = (1, x^, x^, (9_ - x^) Sgn(0^ - x^) ). 
Then the rank of W is five and the rank of U is four for every 8^ in 
Cc, d], 
Proof We may take x^=x^t=l, 2, Assume that the 
;5 
5 we have 6^^ d< x^ so that w^^ = w_^_ = 0 for t = 3, 4, 5 
constants y. satisfy T.., y.w . = 0 for t = 1, 2, —, n. For t = 3, 4, 
] J-^ J >-11 
15 
?! = ^2 = YS = 0 because the matrix 
Vf, 21 
^ ^3 ^3 
2 
1 x* *4 
2 
1 *5 *5 
I-singular. If = 0 for t = 1, 2 it is necessary that is non-
+ 75"t5 
•5 
-j=l ^j"tj 
= 0 for t = 1, 2. 
The matrix 
W 
12 
^14 ^15 
^24 ^25 
is non-singular because (9_ - x^) > (S^. - x^) > 0 and 5 2' 
det = 2[(G_ - X.)^(6, - x^) - (6^ - x^)(8^ - x^)^] 
so that de- 4 0. Thus = y_ = 0 and the rank of W is five. If the 
last column of W is deleted «e have U so U has rank four-.D 
For a regression -odel r* in F let N be such that the i-iôTTJnct Z . wC 
.N 
sequence %x_;^_. of leading terms of has five ^ ezbers xj^, x^, 
x^ which satisfy x^ < x^ < c, d < x^ < x^ < x^. Let 9° be in the inter­
ior of 5. Then Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 15 are satisfied 
for every n >_ N. 
Proof Assumptions 1, 5,9 are obviously satisfied by r*. 
We establish Assumozions 2 and 10. Consider the function 
o(r) = r sgn(r) r e R 
16 
If r ^ 0 then (jiCr) is obviously differentiable and $'(r) = 2r sgn(r). 
Let and {r^} be sequences of non-zero numbers such that r^ + 0 and 
+ 0. Then 
<{)(r ) - 4(0) r^ 
— ° 
^ ^t 
(p(r^) - 4(0) 0 
; = ° ° 
SO = 2r sgn(r) for all r in Observe that <}>'(r) is continuous on 
hence $(r) is continuous as well. Now (0^ - x) is continuous on X % 0 
as is the first partial in 6^. By the chain rule 
(6 - x)^sgn(6 - x) = 2(6 - x)sgnCe - x) 
005 5 5 5 5 
which is continuous on X % G by our preceding remarks. Since 
f(x, e) = 6^ ri- 8gX + BgX^ T - x)^sgn(6g - x) 
Assumptions 2, 10 are established. 
We establish Assumption 3. Ler n ^  N and y e be given. For r* 
= R" so = R'\ Let 6^^^ = (6^, 8^, B^, 8^) and let U be the matrix 
of Lemma 2.1 for {x^|^_^. Observe That each element of U is a continuous 
function of 8^.. Since r(U) = 4 for 8j. e [c, cj, u'^u is positive definite 
for 8^ e lC, d] so that det(U^U) ^  5 > 0 for all 8^ e [c, d]. Then h(8g) 
= (U^U) ^ '"^y is a continuous function in 8^ over Co, dj. From linear 
models theory we obxain xhe result 
£(0g) = inf{Q^(8ç^j,eg): 6^^^ e R^} 
17 
a. inf{Cy - U6^^\)^(y - Ue^^y): 0^^^ e R^} 
= (y - Uh)^(y - Uh) 
so that Q(6_) is continuous in 6^ over Cc, d]. Then there is in [c, d] a 
6| which minimizes Q_. (8* may be found in practice by plotting 0X8^) 
against 9g with the aid of an electronic computer.) Let U* be the matrix 
U evaluated at 6^ = 6| and 8^^j = h(8g) = (U&^U&) ^ ''"'"y. Set 8* = (8^^^,8^p 
and 0^(0*) = infjjQ^(8). 
We establish Assumption 12. Consider the functions 
2 1 t(r) = r sgn(r) r e R 
2 1 4(r) = roSgn(ro) + [2roSgn(ro)](r - r^) r^ e R . 
Then 
' ^ 2  2  4>(r) - (j)(r) = r sgn(r) - roSgn(ro) - [2roSgn(ro)](r - r^) 
= < 
J 
2 
Sr^r 
Zr^r + ro 
r < 0 r^ < 0 
r < 0 r^ ^ 0 
r ^  0 Tq < 0 
r ^ 0 r^ ^ 0. 
We observe that in each of these cases the term on the right hand side is 
2 bounded below by zero and above by (r - r^). Thus we may write 
4(r) = $(r) T ^ (r, ro)jjr ^ !!t> "yy 
where 0 r^) ^ 1 for all r, r^ e R^ As a consequence, for s, Sq e R^ 
18 
s*(r) = Sç,(j)(r) + (s - So)*(r) 
= Sc^r^sgriCro) + [2SoroSgn(ro)](r - r^) + [roSgn(ro)](s - s^) 
+C2roSgn(ro)3(s - So)(r - Pq) + s^(r - . 
Now 
|[2roSgn(ro)] (s - So)(r - r^) + s^^r, Va)\\v - ro||^| 
± |2roSgn(ro)| |s - s^l jr - j t |s|!^(r, ro)|||r - vjf 
± kolii^s, r) - (Sq, ro)|i^ + |s| i|r -
because (a) ( | aj - {bj)^ ^  0 implies 5^ + b^ >_ 2 j a] |b| , 
(b) 0 <_ i>(r, Pq) 1 and (c) 0 <_ sgn(Po) ^  1 
1 { koi + is|}ii(s, p) - (So, Po)!i^. 
Tnen 
2 2 2 SP sgnCp) = SoPoSgn(r'o) f [2SoroSgn(ro)j(r - t-q) t [rgSgnCro)] (s - s^) 
-r y(p, Pq, s. So ) Il (s, p) - (Sg, Po)ji^ 
wnepe 
|t(p, Pq, S, Sq)j 1 iPoi ^ |si . 
Le- p = (6_-x), Pq (5° - x), s = 0^, = 5° then 
-(x, 6) = ô= T 6®x 6°x^ T (ô^ - 6°) T (6^ - 6px -r (6^ -
+ 3?(S9 - _^eo _ %) 
19 
+ [280(6° T- x)sgn(eo - x)](8g - 6°) 
+ [(8° - x)^sgn(8| - x)](8y - 8°) 
.+ yCr, To, s, So)l|(e^, 8g) - (8^, e|)ll^ 
= f(x, 8Û) + v^f(x, eo)(e -  8°)^ +  n(x, 8)||8 -  e®i 
where 
n(x, 8) = Y(r, To, s, So)[l - ||8 - 6oli~^^?_^(e. - 89)^] 
so that 
ln(x, 8)| £Y(r, To, s, Sq) £ le| - x| T 18^1 
which is uniformly bounded in (x, 8) over X x 0°. 
We establish Assumption 15. Let n^N be given. Suppose that Assump­
tion 15 does not hold. Then there is an n x 1 vector n such that 
A = {f(6(^), 8°) - f(8®) : 8,^) E R'} C icn : c e R"} = B 
Let U be the matrix of Lemma 2.1 evaluated at 8^ = 8°. Then b 5 
f(8(i), 8°) - f(eo) = U(8(1) - S°^0" = UY 
so that 
'.•'A = {UY : Y E R^} c B 
which implies r(U) <_ 1. This is false by Lemma 2.1.0 
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We shall need the following result due to Malinvaud (1970, p. 967) 
to prove Lemma 2.4. 
Lemma 2.3 Let A <z'bF and X c be compact sets. Let the real 
valued function g(x, X) be continuous on X % A and A as in Definition 2.2. 
If a sequence of measures on (X, A) converges weakly to a measure v 
then 
/gCx, X) dv^(x) >- / g(x, X) dv(x) 
uniformly in X over A as n *• <*>. 
Lemma.2.4 Let r* e F satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2. Let 
Assumption 6 hold and let the matrix 
«*(65) = [ / 
1 j -4 - -
be positive definite for every 6^ in [c, d]. Then Assumption 8 holds. 
Proof For each n > N let U be the n x 4 matrix with rows 
—— — n 
-tn ' '-f 4' "5 - " ''t" 
as in Lemma 2.1 (which has rank 4). Writing 6^^ = (8^, 8^, 8^, 6^) we 
nave 
Since U'U is positive definite there is an orthogonal matrix 0 with rows 
n n 
0. (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) such that OU^U^O"^ = D where D is a diagonal matrix 
(4x4) with elements X^ > 0. Then 
-Irn ^2, is such that n 2%=^^ » G) 
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=> n~^ ^ i^°i®(i)^^ - ^ 
=> W l < = i r ) "  
=> W±tr(n-^u;u^)": 
M 
M 
=> jj6]|^ <_ tr(n ^ U^U^) ^  M + inax{c^, d^}. 
T We observe that each element of n may be placed in the form 
/ g^j(x, 6g) dy^(x) where each g^^Cx, 6^) is continuous on [a, b] x [c, d]. 
By Lemma 2.3 and Assumption 5 
/ g.^(x,eg) du^(x) J- / g.j(x, e^) dyCx) 
uniformly for 6^ e [c, d]. Let 6(8^) be the ^-x^- matrix with elements 
/ g^j(x, 8g) dy(x). Since G(8g) is the northwest corner of W*(6g) 6(6^) 
is positive definite for every 8^ e [c, d] by hypothesis. 
Choose an e >0. Then there is an > N such that n > implies 
-£ + / g..(x,6 ) dv(x) < / g..(x,e ) du(x) < / g..(x,8 ) duCx) + e 
ij D Ij 3 H Ij O 
for all 8g E Cc, d] by uniform convergence. Thus there is a compact inter­
val D.. which contains the range of the (i,j') element of both 6(8 = ) and 
13 ^ 
n ^ U'^U for n > . Let the 4x4 matrix Z = [o..] represent an element 
n n — 1 ij 
of the compact subset of D = x7__xi_ D... Since tr adjoint(Z) is a 
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sum of products of the it is a uniformly continuous function in Z 
over D. Thus it follows that 
• tr adjoint(n >• tr adjoint(G(6g)) 
uniformly for 8^ e [c, d]. Similarly 
det(n"\j'^U ) f det(G(e.)) 
n n 5 
uniformly for 0^ e [c, d]. 
Since G(8g) is positive definite over Cc, d] and det(G(9g)) is a con­
tinuous function of 8^ there is a c^ and c^ such that 0 < c^ < detG(0g) < 
Cg < " for all ôg e [c, d]. Then there is an e in (0, c^) and an > N 
such that n > implies 
0 < c- - e < detCn \j'^U ) < c_ + e < ». 
1 n n 2 
Now r ^ is a uniformly continuous function for r e [c^ - e, Cg + e] so 
that 
{detCn'^U^U »- {det G(6^)}~^ 
n XI o 
uniformly for 8^ e [c, d]. Then 
tr(n ) ^ = {det(n ^ U^U )} ^ tr adjoint(n ) 
n n n n n n 
> {det G(8_)} ^tr adjoint G(0,) 
= tr{G(6g)}~'^ 
where the convergence is uniform in S^. The function tr{G(8g)} ^  is 
continuous over [c, d] hence bounded so there is an > N such that for 
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every n > 
tr(n'"\l"^U )'^ < trCGCe.»"^ + e 
n n 0 
= K. 
Therefore if n > 
||8||^ ^ KM + max{c^, d^l.Q 
Proposition 2.1 Let r* in F and let N be such that the sequence 
of leading terms of {x^} has five members x^, x^, ..., x^ vhich 
satisfy xj^ < < c, d < < x^j^ < x^. Let 8® be interior to 0 and 8° ^  0 
Let Assumptions 5, 7, 13, 14 hold and let the matrix 
W*(8 ) = [/|- f(x, 0)|-„ f(x, 8)dy(x) I ] 
5 ^36. Le^=l Jpxp 
be positive definite for every 8^ e [c, d]. Then r* is a member of hi. 
Proof Assumption 14 implies Assumption 4. Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 
5, 9, 10, 12, 15 follow from Lemma 2.2 Assumption 8 follows from Lemma 
2.4 and Assumption 11 holds since is positive definite if W*C8|) is.D 
Definition 2.8 Let 
r^ = (X, n, f, {x^}, {e^}, 8®) 
be the regression model defined as follows: 
X = [a, b] where - «*><a<b<®. 
n = R X [c, d] where a < c < d < b 
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f(x, 6) = 6^ + Bg + 6gX^ + 9^(8g - x)^sgn(Gg - x). 
Construct the sequence {x^} in the following manner: Choose q (^5) 
points from X satisfying < Zg < c, d < Zg < < z^. Choose 
q sequences from X satisfying: (a) - z.]2 < «, i = 1, 2, 
— , q; (b) z^^ < Zg^ < c, d < Zg^ < z^^ < z^^. Let the mapping ir of 
D = {t: t .= 1, 2, — } onto E = {(i,]): i = 1, 2, —, q; j = 1, 2, — } 
satisfy: if t e D, (i,j) e E and Tr(t) = (i,j) then t = i + (j-l)q. Thus 
•JT is uniquely defined and ir(l) = (1,1), n(2) = (2,1), ir(q) = (q,l), 
Tr(q+1) = (1,2), Tr(q+2) = (2,2), —, •ir(q+q) = (q,2), etc. The sequence 
{x^} is obtained by setting x^ = z v. 
t t "n-Qt; 
Take {e^} to be a sequence of independent N^{0, a^} random variables 
where 0 < < ». 
Let 6° be in the interior of&and such that 6° ^  0, 
Proposition 2.2 The regression model r^ is a member of W for 
every n  >5. 
Proof The hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied for N = 5 since 
x^ = Xg = Zg^, , Xg = Zj^; thus we may use Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 
5, 9, 10 in our proof. 
We esTablish Assumption 5. Let g: X >• R" such that g is contin­
uous (hence bounded) be given. Define j^^("i''(t)) 
(i = 1, 2, ..., q) and observe that q ^n - 1 1.®^ < q ^n + 1. Then 
/ g(x) à%^(x) = n~^^^_^g(x^) 
— ZD • • _ 
rO -1 - r in. -1 f \ 
- If=i ^ ™ïh'%]kl/^ïn 
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Since g is continuous on X and Y. .[z.. - z.'f' < «> implies z. . >- z. the 
THin ^ ^ 
Ceasaro sum T. , m. g(z..) —^ g(z.) as n *- <». Since n m. > q 
L]=l in ^ 1] 1 in 
we have 
/ g(x) du^(x) »- q g(z^) = / g(x) dy(x) 
where y is the measure on (X, A) defined by y(A) = q 
We establish Assumption 7. By Assumption 2 f(x, 6) is measurable 
(X, A) for each B z Q. Since y{z^} = q ^ > 0 i = 1, 2, q it will 
suffice to show that if 6 e Î2 then f(z., 6) = f(z^, 6®) for each 
i = 1, 2, —, q implies S= 6°. Now 
f(z., 0) = 6. + D^z. + + 6 (Sr - z.)^ i = 1, 2 
Z J_ Z ]_ Ol 4" O ± 
=  e^- i -  + GgZ? i = 3 ,  4 ,  5  
so -hat f(z_., S) = f(z., 0°) i = 3, 4, 5 implies 6, = 6°, 6^ = 6°, 
0^ = e|. Consequently f(z., 0) = f(z., 0°) i = 1, 2 implies 
0^(0_ - z.)" = 6°(G2 - z.)2 i = 1, 2. This implies 6^ ? 0 since 6® f 0 
and (0° - z.) > 0. Hence 
(S _ - z- (69 - z. 
—2 ±— = —2 =— = a > 1 
<®5 - =2'' «! - =2)' 
and 
S, = z -r (1 - va ) ~(z, - z ) 
iuT i)_ > c > z, > z. i-.D^ies 
3 — / _L 
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8g - + Cl - /âr^cz^ - Zg) 
= ?2 + - =2)"^(G° - \))'^C2I - ZG) 
= e|. 
Then 6^ = 0®. We have shown that if 0 E n then f(z^, 0) = f(z^, 6°) 
i = 1, 2, —5 q implies 6 = 0° as required. 
We will show that W*(0g) is positive definite for all 0g in [c, d]. 
Let W be the matrix of Lemma 2.2 for the sequence {z with rows w . 
Then W*(0g) = = q ^W^W. The rank of W is five for all 
0g e [c, d] by Lemma 2.2 so that w'^w is positive definite for every 
0g E [c, d] using a well known result in linear models theory. 
We establish Assumption 13. Let } such that ^  e and 0 
^ n n n 
e° be given. Set f^Cx, 0) = f(x, 0) and e. . = e where: irCt) 
K K ^ 
(i, j); k = 1, 2, ..., 5; i = 1, 2, —, q; j =1, 2, Recall that 
9^f(x, 0) = (1, X, x^, (8g - x)^sgn(6g - x), 26^(0. - x)sgn(8^ - x)). 
Let 
4ii = e La, 
SO that for 0 e 0° 
4i3 = E [a. = 0 
4ij = c [a, b]LZlj - = [=1] -
2 R„2 _2N2 
5 
*3ii ~ supe E [a, b]L=ii -
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= [Z.J + 
2 2 _ 2 
^ 4 max {a , b }[z^. - z^J 
*41] = SUP8GE[A, B][(G5 " ZIJ)^SGD(6G - Z.^.) - (65 - Z-I^SGNCGG - Z.)]' 
= [(b - z^j)^ - (b - z^)^!]^ 
= [2b(z. - z..) + (z?. - z?)3^ 
X 3-J 13 ^ 
< 2[4b^(z. - z..)2 + (z;. - zh^l 
— 1 13 13 1 
< 2[4b^ + 4max{a^, b^}][z.. - z.]^ 
— N I Z] 
=513 = [a, " =1]' " - z.)r 
= 48^[(b - z^j) - (b - z^)] 
= - z. f 
2 2 
< 4[max 8,l[z.. - z.] 
N« * 1 
. NOO 1 12 PCO 2 
Since lj=i|z^j - z^l < ® we have >• 0 as M >• » uniformly 
for 6 £ 2°, k = 1, 2, 5, i = 1, 2, ..., q. Now 
M. 
^^i=l ^ j=l ~ ®ij 
^ 'I ®I3 
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For the first term • on the right let e > 0 be given and choose M such that 
Ij-iyj ^3^ for k = 1, 2, ..., 5; i = 1, 2, ..., q; and all 
9 £ S2®. Then 
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
I JÎI 
- Cl ê ILi 4)': 
By the Strong Law of Large Numbers —*• a^. Further, f^(x, 0) 
is bounded on X x Then for almost every realization of {e^,} there is 
an N depending on the realization such that n > N implies the quantity 
above is bounded by e + ^  z"! t ^  = z. Thus 
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For the second term, by the Central Limit Theorem 
("IN'"'' ÏJ^IJ V°-
and 
C-F) - FK'ZI. 9°)} 0 
as n —>- «>. Thus the second term converges in probability to zero. For 
the third term we have 
Eto-^ I.Cf^Cz,, 8») - f- ( z , . ,  6'>)}.,.) =  0  
VARTA"^ 6») - 9°)}E,J) 
" ^-IN FJIFK'ZI' 8°)}^ 
>- 0 
^IN 
as n —>• 00. By Chebischev's inequality and the fact that ——^ 1 the 
third term converges in probability to zero. Assumption 13 is established. 
Assumption lU holds by the definition of r^. 
We have satisfied the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 so r, is a mem­
ber of N.D 
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Remark 2.2 If r* e F then the second partial derivative in 0^ of 
f(x, 6) does not exist at points 0 such that 0^ = x and 0^ ^  0. 
Proof Consider the function with domain 
(t>(r) = r^sgn r 
which has continuous first derivative 
<j) ' (r) = 2r sgn r. 
Let {r^}, {r^} be sequences from R such that r^ + 0 and r^ + 0. Then 
lim - *'(0) , 11m . ^ 
t  0 0  '  " t  o o  
^T ^T 
*'(?;)' - *'(0) = LIO^ 0 
CO " ">• — 
r 
Now 
t 
f(x, 0) = 6^ + 0gX + 8gX^ + S^<))(0g - x).Q 
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III. LEAST SQUARES.ESTIMATORS 
A. Existence and Measurability of Least Squares Estimators 
Assumption 3 guarantees that for every y e there is at least one 
point 0* e n which minimizes Q^. Thus it is possible to define a mapping 
of into 5 such that Q^(8^^) = inf^Q^fG) for each y e In this 
section we define a sigma algebra on and show that we may construct 
such a mapping a measurable way.. 
Definition 3.1 Let denote the sigma algebra of subsets of 
B = { B : B = /  n  L ,  L  a  B o r e l  s u b s e t  o f  
n n 
Lemaa 3.1 Let À a Bp be compact, / C B a sigma algebra of 
subsets of y, and Q a real valued function over / x A such that: 
a) for each 6 e A, Q(y, 6) is measurable (/, B), 
b) for each y £ /, Q(y, 9) is continuous over A. 
Then there is a measurable function 6 mapping V into A such that for each 
Y E /  
Q(y» SCy)) = inf^ Q(y, 8). 
Proof Jennrich (1959) Lemma 2. D 
Theorem 1 Let the regression model 
r = (X, f, {x^}, {e^}, 6°) 
satisfy Assumptions 1, 2, 3 for an n > p. Then there is a CB^) measurable 
function 6^ mapping into 2 such that for each y e 
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W = 
Proof Construction of 6^. Let = {8 e R: ||8|| f. i} then by 
Assumption 1 is compact. Set QCy, 0) = 0^(8). By Assumption 2 it 
follows that: (a) for each 0 eJ2^Q(y, 0) is continuous over hence 
measurable 8^), (b) for each y e Q(y, 0) is continuous over 
Let 0^: *• 0^ be the measurable function given by Lemma 3.1 which 
satisfies Q(y, e^(y)) = inf^ Q(y, 0). Now inf^Q(y, 0) is a continuous 
function of y by Problem 7.9 of Royden (1953, p. 114) so that = 
{y e Q(y, 6^(y)) = inf^QCy, 8)} i3 a (B^) measurable set. We set 
y. = Y* t Y-: 
1 I ]=1 ] 
and 
6g(y) = 6.(y) y E Y^ 
(i = 1, 2, ... ). 
Verification of properties of 8^. We first show that 8^ is a well 
defined function over / . Let y c V be given. By Assumption 3 there is 
n n 
a 8"e n such that Q(y, 8*) = inf^QCy, 8). Then there is an i such that 
il6'*11 ^ i. Now for this i we have 
inf^ Q(y, 8) = inf^QCy, 0) 
i 
so y £ Y^. As a consequence = UT_^Y^. Thé Y^ are disjoint and U^_^Y^ 
= UT ^ Y* so 0 is a well defined function over / . 
1=1 in n 
We now show that 8 is measurable. Now 
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E^(Y) = 
^ f* 
Since Y. e B and 6. is (3 ) measurable we have that 9 is measurable by 
% n 1 n n 
Theorem 11.5 of Royden (1953, p. 195). 
Lastly we show that Q^(6^) = inf^Q^(0) for each y e If y e 
then y is in for some i. But y e Y^ implies y e Y% which implies 
0^(0^) = Q(y, e»(y)) = inf^ Q(y, 6) = inf^Q^O). Q 
Definition 3.2 Given a regression model 
r = (X, JÎ, f, {x^}, {e^}, 0°) 
and an n > p for which Assumptions 1,2,3 hold: 
a) We refer to any measurable function 9 : / *• which 
n n 
satisfies 
for each y e Y^ as a least squares estimator of 9°. 
b) We set )• 
n n n n 
Remark 3.1 The function is a unique mapping of into [0, <=) 
whether or not 6^ satisfying the requirements of Definition 3.2 is unique. 
B. Computation of Least Squares Estimators 
The problem we consider in this section is: 
Problem C Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1, 2, 
3 for an n > p. Given aye find a point 0* c Q such that 
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The existence.of a solution to Problem C is guaranteed by Assump­
tion 3. An algorithm- is effective for a given y if it produces a-6* 
such that Q_(e*) = inf^Q^(e). Thus an algorithm which is effective for 
all y e determines a version of the mapping 8&(y) mentioned in Section 
A. If the 0* given in Assumption 3 is unique (or unique for almost 
every realization {e^} of {e^}) then the mapping 8&(y) will be measur­
able by uniqueness and Theorem 1. In this case the 6* defined by the 
algorithm is measurable. 
However, if the Q* given by Assumption 3 is not unique there may 
be versions of 8* which are not measurable. Consider the following: 
0 = [0, 1], X = [0,1], f(x, 8) = 1, /^ = R^. There is a set E c [0, 1] 
which is not a Lebesque subset of R^ (Royden, 1963, p. 52, 54) so that 
2 
F = E X [0, 1] is not a Lebesque subset of R (Royden, 1963, Proposition 
12.2, p. 232). Then 8&(y) =.Ip(y) is a non-measurable mapping such that 
_2 2 QgClp) = 2^-1 - 1) = inf^Qg(e). We see that in general a version 
of 8&(y) based on an algorithm for Problem C need not be measurable. 
However, Q^^8*(y)) will always be measurable by Remark 3.1 and the 
~2 
measurability of a . 
n 
Several algorithms for Problem C are available in the Mathematical 
Programming literature; see Fiacco and McCormick (1958) in this connec­
tion. The algorithm we consider in this section is tailored to those 
Mathematical Programming problems which arise in a nonlinear regression 
context. 
Suppose for the given y that a solution 8* of Problem C is contained 
in an open subset N of R^ over which Vf(x^, ô) exists and is continuous 
for t = 1, 2, ... n. Then at the point 8* VQ^(e*) = 0;;- that is 8* is a 
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stationary point of Q^. In practice 6» will be a stationary point of 
more often than not. Thus, an efficient means of finding the sta­
tionary points of in n is of material aid in an attempt to solve 
Problem C. When the stationary points of have been located, some 
additional effort may, however, be required to demonstrate that one of 
them is, in fact, 8*. 
The auzhor has found the Modified Gauss-Newton Method (Hartley, 
1961) to be an efficient means of locating stationary points of in 0. 
Hartley requires that the second partial derivatives of f(x, e) in 6 
exist and be continuous in his proof that the iterations converge. In 
our Theorem 2 we show that this assumption is unnecessary. We call at­
tention to -he fact that all topological statements in Theorem 2 are with 
respect to 3.^ and not the relative topology on n. As in Blackwell 
and Girshick (1954, p. 31), we define a boundary point: A point 
8 E B? is a boundary point of S c if every open sphere about 6 con­
tains points in S and points not in S. Following the usual notation S® 
denotes the interior of S and S denotes the closure of S. 
Theorem 2 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1, 2, 3 
for an n > p. 
Conditions. Given aye there is a convex, bounded subset S of 
"Sp and a 6Q interior to S such that: 
1) Vf(x^, 6) exists and is continuous over S for t = 1, 2, —, 
R.; 
2) 0 £ S implies the rank of F^(6) is p; 
3) Q^(6q) < Q = inf{Q_(8): 6 a boundary point of S} ; 
4) There does not exisT S', 6" in S such that 
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VQ^(e') = VQ^(6") = 0 and Q^(8') = 0^(6"). 
Construction. Construct a sequence follows; 
0) Compute 
Find Xq which minimizes 0^(8^ + XD^) over = {X: 0 ^  X 
<_ 1, BQ + XDQ ES}. 
1) Set 6^ = 6„ + XoDg. 
ConTjute D, = [f'^CS, )F„(6, JCy - f C8,)]. 
1 n ± n 2. nx n ± 
Find X^ which minimizes Q^(6^ + XD^) over = {X: 0 ^  X 
<_ 1, E^ + XD^ E S>. 
2) Set Gg = 8^ + X^D^. 
Conclusions. Then for the sequence follows that: 
1) 8^ is an interior point of S for a = 1, 2, ... . 
2) The sequence {8^} converges to a limit 8* which is interior 
to S. 
3) 7Q (6*) = 0. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Hartley (1961); for con­
venience we omit the subscript n as per Remark 2.1. 
We establish Conclusion 1. The conclusion will follow by induction 
if we show that 8 interior to S and Q(8 ) < Q imoly X minimizing Q(8 + 
a a a a 
XD ) over A exists and 6 . is an interior point of S. Let 8 e S° and 
a a a+x a 
consider the set 
S = {6eS': 8 = 8 +XD,0<X<1}. 
A A — — 
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Since S is convex S is a closed, bounded line segment contained in S. 
A ^ 
By Condition>1'Q is continuous over S, Because there is a 6' in S mini­
mizing Q over S there is a (8' = 6^ + minimizing Q(8g + 
over Now 9' is either an interior point of S or a boundary point 
of S. By Lemma 2.2.1 of Blackwell and Girshick (1954, p. 32) S and S 
have the same interior points and boundary points. If 6' were a bound­
ary point of S we would have 
 ^<_ Q(e') £ Q(8^ ) < 
which is not possible. Then 8' is an interior point of S. Since 8^^^ " 
6' we have established Conclusion 1. 
We establish Conclusions 2, 3. By construction 0 < Q(6 ,, ) < Q(8 ) 
— a+1 — a 
hence Q(8^) >• Q* as a >- ». The sequence {8^} must have a conver­
gent subsequence {®g}g=Q_ 'with limit 8* e S since S is closed and bounded. 
By continuity of Q over S we have that Q(8g) *• Q(6*) so Q(8*) = Q*. 
8* is either an interior point of S or a boundary point. The same holds 
for S as we saw above. If 8* were a boundary point of S then 8 ^  Q(8*) 
^ Q(8®) which is impossible because Q(8q) < ?$. So 8* is an interior 
point of S. 
The function 
D(6) = [F^(6)F(8)]"^T^(8)[y - f(8)] 
is continuous over S by Conditions 1, 2. Thus 
LI-'S _ , . B(EG) = D(6») = D*. 
Suppose D" ^ 0 and consider the function q(A) = Q(6* + XD*) for 
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X G C-n, n] where 0 < n ^  1 and 8* jf nD* are interior points of S. By 
Condition 2 
Q'(0) = V^QCE* + XDA)D&|^_Q 
= (-2)[y - f(e*)]'^F(e*)D* 
= (-2)DA^F^(8A)F(8&)D& 
<  0 .  
Choose e > 0 so that E < -q'(0). By the definition of derivative there 
is a X'*' E (0, isn) such that 
Q(6" + A&D*) - Q(8&) = q(X*) - q(0) 
< EQ'(O) + E]X&. 
Since Q is continuous for 8 E S we may choose Y > 0 such that -y > 
Cq'(O) + E]X& and there is a S > 0 such that 
!IE„ X X*J) - 6* - < 6 
M P 
implies 
Q(6_ + ) - Q(8* + < Y 
Then for all g sufficiently large we have 
Q(8_ + X-'DJ - Q(8*) < {q'(0) + e}X* + T = -cf. 
P P 
Now for S large enough 8g + A"Dg is interior to S so that \* e Ag and we 
obtain 
Q(8g+l) - Q(e*) < -c^. 
This contradicts the fact that Q(6„) *• Q(6*) = Q* as g >• »; thus D* 
p 
must bethe zero vector. Then it follows that 
VQ(8&) = (-2)F^[y - f(8&)] 
= (-2)F"(8*)F(8X)DA 
=  0 ,  
Given any subsequence of {8^^ we have by the above that there is a 
convergent subsequence with limit point 8' e S such that 
V Q ( e ' )  =  0  =  V Q ( 8 * )  
and 
Q(0«) = Q* = Q(8*). 
By Hypothesis ^ 8 ' = 8" so that 8^ >• 8' as a *• "»• D 
The use of Theorem 2 is described in some detail by Hartley (1951). 
In practice, it is not necessary to find each exactly. In fact, it is 
only necessary to find X e A such that Q(8 + X D ) < Q(ô ) and X 
a a a a a — a. a 
r 0. If such X cannot be found within computational limits and D is 
a a 
not sufficiently close to zero to satisfy the user then the method has 
failed. Another choice of a start value 6^ may obtain convergence. 
An algorithm for computing X^ which has proved useful in cases of 
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difficult convergence is the following: Find X e [0, .1, .2, .3, 1] 
n A to minimize Q(9 + XD ). If the choice is not X = 0 set X = X; 
a a a a 
otherwise, find XeCO, .01, .02, .03, ..., .1] H to minimize 
Q(6 + XD ), If the choice is not X =0 set X = X; otherwise, find 
a a a 
X E [0, .001, .002, —, .01] n A to minimize Q(G + XD ). Continue in 
a a a 
this manner until either X^ has been found or the computational limits of 
the computer are exhausted. 
Hartley gives two alternative methods of finding X^. 
Whatever the method of choosing X^, it cannot be overemphasized that 
the computer program must check to see that the condition 
Q(0 + X D ) < Q(0 ) 
a a a — a 
is satisfied. 
C. Computation of Least Squares Estimators for Members of F. 
The construction of 0" for members of F given in Lemma 2.2 is feasi­
ble in practical situations and the user may prefer it. In this section 
we will illustrate how Theorem 2 may be used to solve Problem C for 
members of F. 
Definition 3.3 Let r e F and n > p be such that the finite se­
quence of leading terms from has five members x!, , x^, —, 
xZ which satisfy x.' < x' < c, d < xl < x' < xl. Let ye/ be given and 
X ^ ^ O 
let U be the matrix of Lemma 2.1. Then we define 
h(0^) = (u\-)"^uV 
ana 
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R = h^[c, d] X [c, d] 
where h'^Cc, d] is the range of the transpose of h. 
Remark 3.2 We see from the proof of Lemma 2.2 that h is a contin­
uous function over [c,d] with range in and that 8* of Assumption 3 
must be an element of R. 
Remark 3.3 From the demonstration that Assumptions 2, 10 hold 
in the proof of Lemma 2.2 we see that Vf(x, 0) exists and is continuous 
over X X &. 
Lemma 3.2 Let r e F and n > p be such that the finite sequence 
of leading terms from {x^}- has five members x^, x^, ..., Xg which 
satisfy x^ < x^ < c, d < x^^ < Xj|^ < x^ . Let y e V^, K > 0 and i e {1, 2, 
3, 4} be given. Then there is an a^ such that 0 s H and je^| ^  a^ imply 
Q^(0) > K. 
Proof For each 8^ e [c, d] there is an orthogonal matrix 0 such 
that OU^UO^ = D where D is diagonal. The diagonal elements of D, d.(0j.), ] ^ 
are the eigenvalues of U'U and are thus larger than zero. Write 6^^^ = 
(6^5 ^2' ®3' then 
Q^(0) = (y - U8(^j)T(y - 00^^^) 
= (y - Uh(0g))^(y - Uh(0^)) 
+ (0(^) - H(05))VU(^^J - H(0G)) 
2L 0^(0*) + (8(1) - H(8^))^0^D0(8(I) - HO^)) 
0^(8*) + (6^ - hu(6g))2inf{d,(85):i = 1, 2, 3, 4} 
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>_ Q^(0ic) t (0^ - h^(eg))^infj-^ ^^inf{dj(0g); j = 1, 2, 3, 4} 
Let XCGg) = inf{dj(6^): j = 1, 2, 3, 4}. If inf^^ X(8g) = 0 
then there is a sequence {8^^} from [c, d] and a point 6^ in [c, d] such 
that 
6. > T 
5a 5 
"(*5%) ---" 0' 
Now the function 
g(8g, À) = det lu^u - Xl| 
is continuous over [c, d] x [0, «) so that 
^ = G(8^, 0) > 0, 
But for every a 
G(ÔC_, À(GC_)) = 0 
'5a' "'"5a' 
since X(8_ ) is an eigenvalue of U'U. So our assumntion that OA 
inf- ,-,X(6_) = 0 is false. Then infV .-,X(0^) = 5 > 0. There is an a. 
Lc, C.J S LC, Gj 5 1 
such that ^ a. iir^plies (6. - h.(6_))^ > K6 ^ for all 9^ £ [c, d] 
because h.(G^) is continuous and [c, d] is compact.Q 
Proposixion 3.1 Let r e F and n > p be such that the sequence 
of leading terms from {x^}has five members x,', x^, •••, x^ which 
saxisfy < x^ < c, d < x^ < x^ < x^ . Let y s be given. If there 
is a DoinT 8. in R such -hat 0 
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Q^(Gg) < inin{Q^(li(c), c), Q^(h(d), d)} 
then any point 6* given by Assumption 3 satisfies 
VQ (6*) = 0 
and there exist a^>0 i = 1,2, 3,.4 such that for any convex, bounded 
set S of the form 
S = (X;_ [-b., b.]) X [c, d] b. > a. 
we have 0^ interior to S and 
1) Vf(x^, 6) exists and is continuous over S for t = 1, 2, 
• * • 9 ^ ) 
2) 6 e S implies the rank of F^(8) is p, 
3) 0^(6^) < Q = inf{Q^(6): 6 a boundary point of S}. 
Proof Note that the hypotheses imply that Assumption 3 holds by 
the proof of Lemma 2.2. Let 8* be any point which satisfies Assumption 3. 
Either e {c} U {d} or 0| is not. If the former held then < 
Q^(6'0 which is false by hypothesis. Thus c < 6» < d. Then there is a 
sphere N open in such that 8& s N CO hence 7Q^(6") = 0. 
By Remark 3.2 h is continuous over the compact set [c, d] so the 
range of h, h[c, d], is compact. Then the set R is compact. By Remark 
3.3 Q_ is continuous over R hence bounded. Let the K of Lemma 3.2 
be supj^Q^(6) and let a^ > 0 be given by the conclusion of.Lemma 3.2. 
Choose 
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a. = max{al, supj-^^ 
Let h. > a. and 1 1 
S = (X^_^[-ku, b^]) X [c, d] 
We observe that S is bounded, convex and that R C S. 6^ must be interior 
to S because 
Q^CGg) < inin{Q^(h(c), c), Q^(h(d), d)} 
implies c < 6^^ < d and 6^ e R implies -b^ < 9q. < b^ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
We establish (1). Now Vf(x ,6) exists and is continuous over X x 
so that Vf(x^, 6) exists and continuous over S = S for t = 1, 2, n. 
We establish (2). 6 e S implies 6^ e [c, d] so the rank cf F (0) is 0 N 
p by Lemma 2.1. 
We establish (3). If 9' is a boundary point of S then either 
js^l = b. for some i e {l, 2, 3, 4} or 8^ e {c} U {d} or both. If 
1 9 . 1  =  b .  t h e n  I  8  1 1  >  a .  a n d  
1 1 ' 1 ' 1 
Q^^8') > SUPAOACG) > QN(8O) 
If 0^ e {c} U {d} then 
Q^(e') >/min{Q^(h(c), c), Q^(h(d), d)} > Q^CSg) 
In either event Q^(6Q) < Q^^G'). Since the set of boundary points of S 
is compact and is continuous Q^(9°) < ^. D 
We are now in a position to consider the use of Theorem 2 for solving 
Problem C for those r e F which satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1. 
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We note that S given by Proposition 3.1 does not satisfy Condition (H-) 
of Theorem 2. We quote Hartley (1951, p. 273) on the matter; "It is 
highly improbable that there be a regression surface and a set of observed 
and y^ such that Q has two stationary points yielding precisely the 
same value of Q." (Emphasis Hartley's) In view of the arbitrary nature 
of the b^'s, it should not be necessary to actually construct S in prac­
tice. Assuming that 6" is not (h(c), c) or (h(d), d) we recommend that 
the user proceed as follows: 
Compute 8' = (hCc), c), 8" = (h(d),d), Q^(8') and Q^(0"). Find an 
r\j 
estimate 6^ of the join point from a visual inspection of the plot of y^ 
against x^. Set 9^ = (h(^g), 9^) and check that 
Q^Oq) < min{Q^^(0'), Q^(B")}. 
Perform the iterations for Theorem 2 but minimizing Q(6^ + over X 
satisfying 0 < À < 1 and c<6_ +XD_ <d instead of over A . At each 
5a sa a 
step check to be certain that the value of À chosen satisfies X^ d 0 
and Q(0 ,)<Q(8). We recommend the algorithm for computing X 
n a-rj. — n a a 
given in Section B. 
D. rlaximum Likelihood Estimators 
Remark 3.4 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1, 2, 
2 
3, 14 for an n > p. Then if a is known any least squares estimator 
2 
e_^ of 8° is a maximum likelihood estimator of 9°. If a is unknown then 
for any least sauares estimator 8 of 8° (9 , g^) is a maximum likelihood 
n n n 
2 
estimator of (9®, a ). 
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Proof The likelihood function is 
L(9, a^) = (2iTa^) 5" expE-^-^ " fCx^» 6)}^] 
2 
If a is known then 
N_ 
supj^LCe, a^) = (27ra^) ^ expC- inf^%^_^{y^ - f(x^,e)}^l 
= L(E^, A^) 
2 2 
If a is unknown we note that 6^ does not depend on the value of a and 
that 
2 2 2 
sup { L ( 0 ,  a ) :  8  c  G ,  o  > 0 } =  sup _ sup. L(8, a ) 
a >0 
2 
= sup _ L(G , o ) 
a >0 
^ 2 
But L(8^^ o ) is known to be maximized when 
CF = CN(Y) = ^ IT=ITYT - F(*T' GA(Y))}2.D 
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iv". ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES Of LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATORS 
A. Strong Consistency 
In this section we show that for r e W a least squares estimator 6^ 
- ^ 5 S is strongly consistent for 6®; that is, 9^ ——'-*• 6® as n —>• ». 
Lemma 4.1 Let the regression model 
r = (X, SÎ, f, {x^}, {e^}, 8°) 
satisfy Assumptions 1 through 8 inclusive for all n > N. Let 6^ he a 
least squares estimator for 6°. Then there is a bounded set S open in 
R^ with 0° e S so that for almost all realizations of {e^} there exists 
an N& f which depends on the realization) such that n ^  N* implies 
e e S" n 
n 
Proof Several intermediate steps in the proof are due to 
Malinvaud (1970); note that our Assumption 8 is weaker than Malinvaud's 
Assumption 8. 
If n is bounded the conclusion is immediate so we shall take ^ un-
2 F 2 K 
bounded. Choose e > 0 and set M = [4o + e3 + [jf (x, 0°) du(x) + e] ~. 
By Assumption 8 there is an > N and a K so that for all 6 e Î2 and n > 
n~^I^_lf^(Xt, 0) < => ij0li < K 
or equivalently 
L|0|L ^ K => 0)]^ >_ M. 
Now 
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1|0 - e°il < IH + 
By Assumption 6 there is an such that n > Mg implies 
1 nn"^I5J^i{f(Xt, e) - f(x^, eo)]^ 
£ [n ~ 8°)}^]^ + c/f^(x, eP) dyCx) + e]^. 
Set Ng = + Ng then for all 0 e and n > if 
lie - 6°II > K + ||60|| 
then 
CN~^5!^_^{F(X^, 6) - F(X^, 6°)}^]^ ^  [4O^ + E]^. 
Let S = {8 E B?: jls - 6°]{ < K + ||s°|| + e}. Now % is a closed set which 
does not contain 0® and for each n > inf^^^_^{f(x^, 0) - f(x^, 0°)}^ 
> 0. 
Then for n > Malinvaud (1970, p. 959) shows 
0^ E S => SUP^Y^(0) ^  H. 
where 
u^(0) = [n"l%^^^{f(x^, 6) - f(x_, 0°)}^]'^Cn~-^y^Jf(x^,0) - f(x^,0O)}e 
•* 
But for n > and 0 ^ S 
u ^ ( 0 )  < [n " ^ I t=ltf ( * t '  - f(Xt' 6 ° ) } - ] " ^  [ * " " I t = l = t ] "  
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< [4,: + E]-^ 
+ e]~^ a 
< Î2 
by Kolniv.gorov's Strong Law of Large Numbers (Tucker, 1957, p. 124). Then 
for almost all realizations of {e_^} there is an N* > > N such that 
n >N" implies sup^ u(6) < ^ so that 8^ e S. D 
Theorem 3 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1 
through 8 inclusive for all n > N. Let 0^ be a least squares estimator 
of 0°. Then 
E A-S") Qo 
n 
as n *• ». 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5 of Jennrich 
(1959). Let S be as in Lemma 4.1 and let be the exceptional set of 
realizations given by Lemma 4.1. The model 
r' = (X, a n S, f, {x^}, {e_}, 6°) 
satisfies Assumption (a) of Jennrich. Since H fl S is compact we have 
That 
n^t=l^^^\' 6) - »• 8) - f(x^, 6®)}^ cy(x) 
uniformly for 0 e n fl S by Lemma 2.3. By Theorem 4 of Jennrich, for 
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every realization {e^} not in with P[{e^} e E^] = Q 
•^I"=L{F(XT» 0) - FCXT' ^ ° 
uniformly for 9 e fill S. By the Strong Law of Large Numbers, except for 
realizations {e'} in E where P[{e } e E ] = 0 »• as 
T o  T o n  T — X  T  
n —> CO. 
Let {e'} be a realization of {e } not in E U E U E and N* > N as 
T  .  L  i .  z  o  •  
given by Lemma 4.1. Then for y^ = f(x^, 6°) + e^ 
—»• /{f(x, 6) - f(x, 0°)}^ du(x) + 
= A(e) + 
uniformly for 0 e îi H S. 
Let 0 = ©• (y' ) so that n > N" imnlies 6 e H fl S. Let 6 ' be a 
~ n n — ' n 
limit point of the seauence {0 } and let {0 } be a subsequence which 
"A ^ 
converges to 0'. Since A(0) is continuous and ^4Q^(0) converges uniform­
ly to A(0) + over 0 A S we have 
^ 0 (0_ ) ^ A(0') + 
n n n 
a a a 
as n >• «>. But 
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n. 2 
0% (*) 1 QN (9°) = %T:L 
a a 
so that 
A(8') + *2 = (E^ ) < ,2^ 
a a a . 
Hence A(0') = 0. By Assumption 7 A(6') = 0 implies 9' = 9°. Then {8^^ 
has only one limit point in Q A S so that 8^(y^) —*• 8° as n —*• «>. The 
fact that 
—Q (8) —*• A(0) + (7^ 
n n 
uniformly for 0 e fl S implies 
Cf^(y') = (y')) —A(6®) + . 
n n n ^  n n 
We have shown that for each realization {e^} of {e^} not in 
U Eg U Eg that 
8 (y' ) —" 9° 
n -'n 
a s  n  — = .  S i n c e  P [ { e ^ }  e  E ^  U  E ^  U  E ^ ]  =  0  t h e  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s .  D  
3. Asymptotic Normality 
In this section we show that for r e W a least squares estimator 9^ 
is asymptotically normally distributed. 
Lemma 4.2 Let the sequence of independent and identically dis-
00 2 
tributed random variables {e } have mean 0 and variance a where 
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2 k J 0 < a <0°. Let X be a compact subset of R and A as in Definition 2.2. 
L e t  { x . } , b e  a  s e q u e n c e  f r o m  X  s u c h  t h a t  t h e  s e q u e n c e  o f  m e a s u r e s  { y  }  
"T "C—I. N 
given by Definition 2.4 converges weakly to a measure y on (X, A). Let 
g(x) = (g^(x), ggCx), ..., gp(x))^ 
where each g^(x) is continuous over X. If the matrix 
V = C/g-(x)g^(x) dy(x)]p ^  p 
is positive definite then 
Proof We will apply Problem 4.7 of Rao (1955, p. 118) with 
= e^g(x^). Since X is compact each g^(x) is bounded and 
by the weak convergence of y. Given e > 0 let = {x: Ijxjj > s/n }. 
Then 
n^t^l^A ~ n^t=l-'dF(e). 
n t n 
Let 3^^ = {e: e^|ig(x^)ii^ > e^n} 
(1/n) |!g(x^)|i^jg e^ dF(e). 
tn 
Now iig(x)Ii is bounded over X by a number K > 0 so that for any t ^  n 
c B = {e: > nK"^e^}. Thus 
Tn n 
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0 l&ifA 
n 
Irn 
tn 
< K^/g e^ dFCe) 
N 
>- 0 
2 2 
as n »• <» because E(e) = a < ™.D 
Theorem 4 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1 
through 13 inclusive for all n > N. Let 8^ be a least squares estimator 
for 0°. Then 
^ (6^ - — »- N^{0, o^CF^F)"^} 
- F^(8 )F (8 ) ' F'^F 
n n n n n 
as n 
Proof All statements are for n > N. Let $^^8) = ($(x^y8), 
^(XgsS), ô(x^,8)f where $(x, 0) is as in Assumption 12. VQ^(6) 
exists and is continuous on XxH® by Assumption 10. Thus if 8^ e ?iP we 
must have VQ (0 ) = 0. Now 
n n 
(-%)VQ (8) = F^(6){y - f (6)> 
n n n n 
= F^(e){y - f (0O) - F (0O)(0 - 8°)^ - \ \ 6  -  8*^^* (8)) 
T1 %% ^ XX 
so that if 8 e £2® 
n • 
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^ G (S - E.Y - J FJ(E=)E^ = J £F;(5^) - FJ (E°))E^ 
•where 
G = n Hr'cê )F (0O) + F^(8 )* (8_)(8 - 8°)}. 
n  n n n  n n n n n  
Let A = [E E N*] and B = [6 E Trj then from Theorem 3 we have 
n n n Ti 
P(A ) ^ 0 and P(% ) »- 0. 
N N 
Set ? (y) = G (y) I. (y) + 8°!% (y) so that ? E 8 > 8°, and 
T1 N II^ IL IL 
Given £ > 0 
^ J_ 
1 P([ Jli<Fj<ê^) - F;(0°)>^^li > :] n A^) + P(\) 
1 - F;(6»)}E^I| > E3 + KX„). 
The first term on the right converges to zero as n tends to infinity by 
Assumption 13; we saw above that the second does so also. Thus 
1 P 
/n G (8 - 8°) ' - F (60)e —^ 0 
n n VTi n n 
as n —>-
Assumptions 4, 5, 5, 10, 11 together with Lemma 4.2 imply 
P F^(EO)E —^ N {0, CT^F'^F}. 
vn n n p 
If X , Y , Z are random variables and X = Y + Z where Y —Y and 
n  n  n  n n n  n .  
2 —^ 0 then X —^ Y. Thus 
n n 
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yn G (ê - 6®)^ ^ ) N {0, aVr}. 
n n p 
as 
We show that G »• F^F. We may write the elements of (8)F (e°) 
n n n n 
Let 
f. .(6) = /—f(x, 6)—f(x, 6°) du(x). 
11 ov. do. 1  ]  
Assumptions 5, 5, 10 and Lemma 2.3 imply 
— FLI(G) 
uniformly as n —*• ™ for 8 e 0°. As a consequence f^^ is continuous over 
2°. Let e > 0 be given. Then 
< ?([|f ..(ê ) - > el n 3 ) + p(î ) 
— ' ni] n ij ' n n 
f ?C|f..(6 ) - > %] 1- p(% ). 
' xj n ij ' n 
3y uniform convergence there is an M so that n > M implies 
[if ..(9 ) - f..(6 ) { > h^l = 0 for 6 .. £ 3 3o the first term on the right 
ni] n ij n n n 
converges to zero. Since f,. is continuous over fl°f..(0 ) > f..(6®) 
1] 1] n i] 
and the second term on the right converges to zero. The third term con­
verges to zero as we saw above. Thus 
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-2^(6 )F (eo)v ^ : F^F. 
n n • n n 
Assumptions 5, 10, 12 imply the elements of F^CG) and <j)^(0) are uniformly 
bounded for all n and all 0 e Since 6^ > 0° e 2® it is easily 
seen that 
-F^(0 (0 ) (0 - 0O) I 0 
n n n n n n 
as n —>• Thus G —-—*• F^F. 
Define 
G *  =  *  
N  
G~^ if det(G ) > 0 
~ n 
if det(G ) < 0. 
n — 
Since det:(G ) det(F F) > 0 and adjoint (G ) > adjoint (F F) we 
^ ^ T)2 
have G* ^ : (p i'St the matrix G represent an element of and 
n 2 
define T: x R^ —>- rP as 
T(G, 0) = G0^. 
7 is immediately seen to be a continuous mapping. Now 
(G*, /n G (0 - 0°)') ^ F-.U where Y 'b N I'O, o^F^F} and PEG* = 
n n n b" ,y p 
(F^F) = 1 by Rao (1955, p. 102, 104). By Theorem 3 of TuckerC1967,p.90) 
3ut 
T(G*, Y) = (F"F)"-Y 'b N^{0, o^CF^F) . 
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Since P[det(G*) ± 0] -—*- 0 it follows that 
(6 - 80)^ - )/N G*G (6 - 8*)^ —^ 0 . 
XI T1 H T1 
as n —*- This implies 
(8^ - 8°)^ ^ NP{0, 
To prove the second conclusion write the elements of ^ F^(8)F (6) as 
N U N  
and write 
fv.(e) = /|j f(x, e)|^ f(x, 8) dy(x). 
I  J  
Assumptions 5, 5, 10 and Lemma 2.3 imply that for given £ > 0 there is an 
M such that n > M implies if»-..(8) - f»>.(8)] < e for all 8 e Î2®. 
^ ' ni] 1] ' 
^  &  S  
9^ ——^ 8° implies that for almost every realization {e^} there is an 
N , such that n > N , implies 6 s and Ifv.CS ) - f*.(8°)| < e. Then 
e' e' n ' z] n z] ' 
for almost every realization {e^} n > max{M, N^, } implies 
This shows that )F(e ) âili» ptf_Q 
n n n n 
C. The Case When 0 is Compact and/or Higher Derivatives of f Exist 
In this section we examine the relationships among Assumptions 1 
through 13 vmen is compact and/or partial derivatives in 6 up to the 
second order of f(x, 8) exist and are continuous over X % Gf. As we 
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shall see in Theorem 5, when both of these conditions hold for a regress­
ion model Assumptions 1 through 13 are easy to satisfy. Essentially all 
that is required is to choose the se<juence {x_^} properly. 
Lemma 4.3 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1 
through 12 inclusive for all n > N. If the partial derivatives 
. 2  
f(x, 9) exist and are continuous over X x n® for i, j = 1, 2, ...» p 36.36^ 
then r satisfies Assumption 13. 
Proof Let satisfying: Ca) 6^ e fl®, (b) > 6°, 
(c) ' inf^Q^(8)] —>• 1 be given. In order to apply Lemma 3 of 
Jennrich (1959) we note that: (/^, B^) is a measurable space, is a 
convex compact subset of 'Sp, for fixed x f(x, 0) is measurable 8^) 
for each 8 e n® and continuously differentiable in 9 for each y e 
and 8° may be viewed as measurable functions mapping into IT®. Then 
by Jennrich's Lemma 3 there is a (V^, B^) measurable function 8^^(x,y) with 
range in 09 such that 8^^ > 6® and 
Ig fCX. - fg f(X, 6») = 
I L  1  
Let the p x p matrix with row index i and column index j be defined by 
^n '-ïT %t=lt 30 .36. f(*t' ®in^^ 
3  1  
so that 
1 
/-{F^(0 ) - F^(e®)}e = /n D (%^ - 8®)^. 
yn n n n n n n 
In order to apply Theorem 4 of Jennrich (1959) we note that by Assumption 
5 and Lemma 2.3 
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n- fCxj 9}} »- dyCx) 
uniformly over S®. Then by Jennrich*s Theorem 4 D^" ^'^.*..) • Q- as. n —> 0. 
Let G be as in the proof of our Theorem 4 and set H = G - D . 
n ^ n n n 
Now 
P(C?^ E 5°] n [Q^(8^) = inf^Q^Ce)]) —>- 1 
as n —> For 6^ £ S2° such that Q^(0^) = inf^Q^(0) we have from the 
proof of Theorem 4 that 
Thus /n H (& - 8°)^ —L. H {0, o^(F^?)} . Now H —^ F't as n —<• • 
n n p n 
because G^ ——> and ^'^' > 0. By the same arguments employed in 
the proof of Theorem 4 
/n (%' - 8°)^ —^ N {0, o^(F^F)"^}. 
Since 
n 
2  
y- {F^(S ) - F^(0°)}e = D /n (.Q - 6®)^ 
vn n n n n n n 
where /n iQ -0°)' —-—^ N and D 0 it follows that 
n p n 
à ° 
as n —*- <».Q 
Theorem 5 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumption 2. If 
n is compact then r satisfies Assumptions 1, 3, £ for all n > p as well. 
Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
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A  
8, 9, 11 for all n > N. If the partial derivatives fCx, 9), 
3 ^  —  ^  
'a f(x, 8) exist and are continuous over X x n® for i, j = 1, 2, ...» 
DV.OO. 
1  ]  
p then r satisifies Assumptions 10, 12, 13 as well. 
Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11. 
9  
If Q is compact and the partial derivatives gg- f(.x, 9), f(x, 0) 
_ i Î i 
exist and are continuous over X x QO for i, j = 1, 2, ...» p then r 
satisfies Assumptions 1, 3, 8, 10, 12, 13 for all n > p as well. 
Proof First statement. If 0 is a compact subset of Û must be 
closed and bounded hence Assumption 1 is satisfied. Since f(x, 9) is con­
tinuous on X X 0 it follows that Q^^G) = - f(x^, 6)}^ is contin­
uous over Si for each n > p. This and 0 compact imply that there is a 
Q" e 0 such that Q^(8&) = inf^Q^(G:^) and Assumption 3 is satisfied by r. 
Assumption 8 is satisfied trivally since we may take 
K = sup{|{G||: 9 e S2} + 1 < 
Second statement. Assumption 10 is satisfied by hypothesis. By 
Taylor's theorem (Bartle, 1964, p. 245) for each (x,0) e XxO° there is a 
6 £ such that 
f(x, 6 )  = f(x, 9°) t v"f(x, e°)(8 - 8°)^ + *(x, 6 ) i i 9  -  0°11^ 
where 
^II9 -
(p(x, : \ = = < 
]38^38^ f(x, 8)(G. - 8.°)(e. - 8.®) ^  1  ]  ]  
8 Z 6° 
6 = 8®. 
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Now X X QP is. compact so that 
....2 
1 3 8 . -  M  <  " .  
1 ] 
As a result, for 8 s such that 8 ^ 8° 
|*(X, 6)1 l%M|ie - le. - 8°||8. - 891 
< isMlle - I. %{|8. - eo}: + |8^ 
= %PM. 
Thus $(x, 0) is uniformly bounded on X % 0° and r satisfies Assumption 
Lemma 4.3 implies Assumption 13 is satisfied. 
The third statement of Theorem 5 follows from the first two.Q 
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V. UNIFORMLY MOST POWERFUL TESTS 
FOR THE PARAMETERS OF NONLINEAR REGRESSION MODELS 
A. Preliminaries 
The theoretical framework we adopt follows Lehmann (1959), where a 
more detailed exposition may be found. We are given a measurable space 
(/, B) and a collection of probability measures on (V, 6) P = {Pg: 8 E 0}. 
We are also given tvro disjoint subsets of A test of 
H: 9° E o vs. K: 9° e 0^ is a measurable function : / —*- CO, 1]. 
N J\ 
Given a e [C, 1] a level a test is a test <}) which satisfies 
/ (p(x) dPg(x) <_ a for all 6 e A level a test (p such that if is a 
level a test then / 4>(x) dPg(x) ^  J 4;(x) dPg(x) for all 9 will be 
called a uniformly most powerful (U.M.P.) test. If is a singleton set 
we will substitute the term most powerful (M.P.) for uniformly most pow­
erful. Often, uniformly most powerful tests will not exist. In this case 
we may limit the class of tests considered to say C and look for a level 
a test 9 £ C such that if ^  E C and is level a then / <J>(x) dP^Cx) ^ 
/ ;J>(x) d?g(x) for all 6 e 0^. Alternatively, we can use a principle of 
test construction such as Likelihood Rauio to obtain a test function. 
In this chapter we will consider tests for regression models (Def-
2 inition 2.1) for which Assumption 14 is satisfied and a known. Then for 
2 
given n the vector y^ has the multivariate normal N^{f_^(9®), a 1} distri­
bution. The measurable saace is (/ , S ) where / = and B is the 
n n n n 
cclleczion of Borel subsets of R^. Let represent Lebescue measure on 
B^) then P is the collection of measures ?g with density (.with respect 
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to w) 
Pg(y) = (2Tra^) 2 exp(-^a ^ - f(x^, 9)}^) 
8 E 0. We assume throughout this chapter that S2 is not a .singleton set. 
2 
B. Tests for the Location of 6, a Known 
In this section we investigate the existence of a uniformly most 
2 
powerful test when = {8^}, ^ {8^}, and a is known. 
Lemma 5.1 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumption 14 for 
an n > p. For the hypothesis H: 8° = 6^ vs. K: 8° = 8^ at the level a 
where f (9-,"> ^ f (6,) end 0 < a < 1 there exists a most powerful test <f) 
NO N -1. . 
such that 
*(y) = < 
1 a^y < c 
0 a^y > c 
where 
c = (a^a)^cz T a^f (6 ) 
a n 0 
and z satisifes @(z ) = a. (C> is the distribution function of a stan-
a ct 
dard normal random variable.) 
Proof Apply the Neyman - Pearson fundamental lemma (Lehman, 1959, 
p. 55) and obtain as the M.P. test 9 defined a.e. y by 
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1 Pg (y) > kpg (y) 
*(y) = < 
p (y) < kp (y) 
®1 
where k is chosen so that Eg $(y) = / $(y)pg (y) duCy) = a. 
Algebraic reduction and computation of k yield the form of à given in 
the conclusion of Lemma 5.1.0 
Lemma 5.2 Let the regression model r satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma 5.1 and let <{> be the test given in the conclusion of Lemma 5.1. 
If a test satisfies E„ Tj^(y) ^  a and E ^Cy) = *(y) then Tp(y) = <j>(y) 
®1 ®1 
a.e. y. 
Proof We will show that there does not exist a test such that 
Eg ^i(y) < a. and Eg ^i(y) = 1. The result will follow from the Neyman -
Pearson fundamental lemma (Lehmann, 1959, p. 55). Let ^ satisfy 
E i^(y) = 1. Then ^(y) = 1 a.e. P. . But y « P. hence ^i(y) = 1 a.e. 
^1 ®1 ®1 
y. But ip(y) = 1 a.e. y implies Eg iiCy) = 1 > a.D 
Theorem 6 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumption 14 for 
an n > p. Let 0^ be a point which satisfies Assumption 15 when substi­
tuted for 0°. Then for the hypothesis K: 0° = 6^ vs. K: 0® r 0^ at 
2 
level a where 0 < a < 1 (a known) there does not exist a uniformly most 
powerful test. 
Proof By Assumption 15 there must be two points 0^, 0^ in 0 
which satisfy conditions: a) 6^ f 6^ or 0^, b) f^(0^) i- f^(0^) or 
f (0o)» c) There does not exist c > 0 such that [f (0_) - f (EL)] = 
n  z  n  u  n i .  
and - ±^(8^). 
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Consider H: 0° = 0^ vs. K^: 0° = 0^ i = 1, 2. The associated M.P. tests 
at level a for (H, K). On the one hand, is level a for (H, K) 
hence Eg f .(y) ^  Eg <j)(y) i = 1, 2 as # is U.M.P. On the other hand, 
i i 
(j) is level ot for (H, K.) i = 1, 2 hence Eg 4>.(y) ^  Eg tjsCy) i = 1, 2 
i i 
as *. is M.P. i = 1, 2. Thus E„ ^.(y) = E„ 4>(y) i = 1, 2. We apply 
1 «I 1 0^ 
Lemma 5.2 and conclude that 4^(y) = ^(y) a.e. y i = 1, 2 hence 
<i>j_(y) = Ogfy) a.e. y. 
We will next show that <Ji^(y) r 4^(y) a.e. y so a U.M.P. test can­
not exist. Let 
'L - ^{Y: A^Y < C^L^Y^ 
(y). Suppose there is a test (J) which is U.M.P 
A = {y: 4^(y) i OgCy)} 
3 {y: a^y < c^, a^u > c^} U {y: a^y > c^, a^y < c^} 
Let 0 be an n X n orthogonal matrix with first row (a^a^) ^ a^ (note that 
f_.(0p)) - f^(8^) r 0). Now 
= 0  = >  S ^ :  y  e  a n d  a ^ y  <  c ^  = >  a ^ y  < _  c ^  
=> S^: y e and (Oa^)^Oy < c^ => (0a2)^0y ^  c^ 
=> S.: z E R^'' and z, < c. => d^z < c 
O J_ i. Z . 
=> S^: z^ £ R"^ and z, < c^ 
b.^ = 0 i = 2, 3, 
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We may draw these conclusions about b^^ from Statement S^. If b^^ = 0-
we have Oa„ = 0 hence a_ = 0 hence f (6«) - f (8_) = 0 which is false. 
2. 2. n 0 n J. 
If b^2 0 the statement e and < c^ => ^ (b^g) is false. 
Thus b^2 > 0 is the only possibility. Then 
= 0 => S^': z^ e and z^ < c^ => <_ (b^^j'^Cg, 
bi2 > 0, b^2 =° i = 2,3, ..., n 
=> Sg: b^2 > 0, b^g =0 i = 2,3, ..., n 
=> S^: OA^ = 
= \2 ' ° 
" ^8- = *=12^2 • "12 ' ° 
But Statement S_ is false by condition (c) so the statement A = 0 is O J. 
false. Now A^ is an open set and y puts positive weight on any non­
empty open set. Thus y(A^) > 0 hence u{y: *^(y) ^  OgCy)} > O.D 
Theorem 7 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumption 14 for 
an n > p. Let 6^ e be a point which does not satisfy Assumption 15 
when substituted for 6°; that is, there exists a n e and a function 
c: —>• [0, ») such that f^(8g) - f^(G) = c(G)n. Then for the hypoth-
2 
esis K: 0® = 6^ vs. K: 0® r 8^ at level a where 0 < a < 1 (a known) 
there exists a uniformly most powerful test 4» such that 
1 n^y < c 
*(y) = <! 
where 
0 n^y > c 
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c = (n^n)^^z + n^f_(6 ). 
ET IL V 
Proof Let ,0^ e 0 be such that 0^ / 0^ and c(0^) = 0. Consider 
a test of H: 9® = 6^ vs. K^: 0® = 0^. Now c(0^) = 0 implies f^^Gg) = 
f (0_) and for any level a test we have E rpCy) = E i);(y) < a = 
n 1 ®1 ®0 -
Eq ô(y) = Eg <j)(y) so is M.P. level a for (H, K^). Let Bg E 0 be such 
that ©2 9^ 0Q and 0(02^ > 0. Consider H: 0° = 0o vs. K^: 8° = 6^ at level 
a 0 < a < 1. The M.P. test is given a.e. y by Lemma 5.1 as ^ ^(y) = 1 
when a^y < k and 0 otherwise where a = c(02)n and k = c(d^)[ (ri'''rî) "az -f-
n\f^(0Q)]. Thus $2(7) may be written as ~ 1 'when ri'^y < c and 0 
otherwise where c = + n^f^COg). Since ~ 9(y) a.e. y <i> is 
M.P. level a (H, K2). We have shown that for every 0 e 0 ~ {0^} 41 is 
M.P. level a for H: 0° = 0. vs. K.: 0° = 0. Thus à is U.M.P. level a 0 U 
for K: 0° = 0 vs. K: 0° ^ 0^.0 
Remark 5.1 Theorems 5,7 completely answer the question of the 
existence of uniformly most powerful tests for H: 0° = 0^ vs. K: 0° # 0^ 
at level a 0 < a < 1 when a regression model satisfies Assumption 14. 
For given n > p Assumption 15 is either satisfied or is not satisfied 
and a uniformly most powerful test either does not exist or exists re­
spectively. 
C. Tests for the Location of the Coordinates of 0 
2 
Which Enter Nonlinearly, a Known 
In this section we investigate the existence of a uniformly most 
powerful test when: 
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Pi . . _ _P2, 
- {8 = ^(2)^" ^(1) ^  ^  '^(2)^^(2)^^ ^ 
^K = "f® = (8(1)' 8(2)): ®(i) s & ®(2) ^  0®(2)^ 
= 0 ~ . 
Definition 5.1 Let G denote the class of regression models for 
which 
0 = (6 = (8(1), 6(2)): e R G^g) = O^g) ^  ^ 
-Pi 
and 
f(x, 6) = a^Cx, 8(2)) ^i=l®i^i^^' ^ (2)^ ' 
Remark 5.2 Since F c G it follows that N A G ^ 0. 
Our results will be stated in terms of the following conditions: 
Condition 5.1 If 6 ' e f2 and 8" e n then f (0') f (8"). 
^———— n i\ H 11 
Condition 5.2 There is a function y: —>- S2.. such that for i\ ïi 
all 8' E and all 8" e Î2 
fl I\ 
[f ( Y ( e " ) )  - f (8")]'[f (y(6")) - f (G')] < 0 . 
n n n n — 
Condition 5.3 There is a y satisfying Condition 5.2, a function 
c: —>• (0, »), an nxl vector û, and a constant k such that for all 
G" : 0% 
f (y( e " ) )  - f (8") = c(8")n 
n^f^(yCs")) = k . 
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Proposition 5.1 Let r e G for an n > p. Then r satisfies Con­
dition 5.2. 
Proof Write f^^6) = aCG^g)) + ^ ^®(2)^®(1) ^ ^ere is an 
n X 1 vector and A(.Bis an n x p^ matrix. Let B denote the Moore -
Penrose generalized inverse of a matrix B (Rao, 1965, p. 25). Let a^ = 
a(oG(2))' " A(Q8(2)) 
Y(I)(9) = (AyA^)'Ay{f^^8) - a^}. 
Then y(6) = (Y^^j(8),Q8^2)) maps into 0^. Let 0' be a point in 
and 6" a point in fi,,. Now G E ÏÏ., => a(8) = a„ and A(0) = A„. Since 8', 
i\ n M ri 
Y(9") e we have 
Cf^(Y(8")) - F^(9")]^[F^(Y(E")) - f%(8')] 
[f^(8'') •^k'^(I)^®"^^ [^%Y(L)(®") " *56(1)] 
= - [f_(G") - a^JCl - A^(A%)"A%]A^[Y^,^(8") -
= - [f (8':) - a..j 0 [Y,,\(8") - 8;3\] 
n n \.±j (j.) 
= O.D 
Leiiïïna 5.3 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumption 14- and 
Condition 5.1 for an n > p. For the hypothesis H: 0° e vs. K: 8° = 0" 
at level a where 6" is a fixed point in S2 and 0 < a < 1 there exists a 
most powerful level a test (p. 
Proof The result follows from the discussion of Lehmann (1959) 
in the first paragraph of §3.8.0 
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Although a most powerful test will always exist for H: 6° E vs. 
K: 6® E {6"} by Lemma 5.3 the construction depends on the form of f^. 
One approach is to find a least favorable distribution on 0^; see Leh-
mann (1959) §3.8. When f satisfies Condition 5.2 then as we will see 
n 
in Lemma 5.4 there exists a least favorable distribution on which 
puts all its mass on one point 6' = yO"). Proposition 5.1 gives the 
construction of y for r E G. 
Lemma 5.4 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumption 14 and 
Conditions 5.1, 5.2 for an n > p. For the hypothesis H: 0° E 0^ vs. 
K: 0® £ {0"} at level a where 0" E 9, and 0 < a < 1. There exists a 
unique a.e. u most powerful level a test tp such that 
r 1 T ! 1 a y < c 
4>(y) = < 
0 a'y > c 
where 
a = f^(y(0")) - f_(6") 
c = (a^a)^yz + a^f (y(0")). 
a n 
(y is given by Condition 5.2.) 
Proof 3y Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 (? is the unique a.e. y M.P. test of 
H": 0® = y(0") vs. K: 0® = 9" at level a. If if/is a level a test for 
(K, X) it is level a for (H", K) so Zg„ij'(y) ;< Eg„Ç)(y). Then (J) will be 
%.P. for (H, K) if Eg,p(y) <_ a for all 6' e Let G' E 0- then 
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Eg,*(y) = PQ,{y: a'^y < c} 
= Pg,{y: (a^aa^) ^ a^Cy - f^(8')3< (a^aa^) ^ [c - a^f^(8')]} 
= $(z + (a^ac^) ^ a^Cf (y(9")) - f (6')]) 
a n n 
< 
by Condition 5.2 
= a.D 
Proposition 5.2 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumption 
14 and Conditions 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 for an n > p. For the hypotheses 
2 
H: 0° e S2„ vs. K: 0® e Î2,, at level a where 0 < a < 1 (a known) there 
n 
exists a unique a.e. u uniformly most powerful test ç such that 
1 n^y < c 
*(y) = < 
I 0 n'^ y > c 
where 
c = (n'n)^az^ + k. 
(ri, -y, and k are given by Condition 5,3.) 
Proof Choose 6" in and consider H: G e 0^ vs K": 9 = 6". 
Lemma 5.4 the unique a.e. y M'..P. level ct test of (H, K") is given by 
(ji(y) = 1 when a^y < c" and 0 otherwise where a = f^CyCS")) - f^(0") = 
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c(6")ri and c" = c(6")[(n'^Ti)^a2^ + n'^f^CvCQ") )3 • Thus * may be written 
as <p(y) = 1 when i; y < c and 0 otherwise where c = + k. Since 
ij) is M.P. level a for (H, K") for every 0" e 0^ and does not depend on 
the choice of 0" e £2^ 4> is a U.M.P. test of (H, K). 
Let Tj; be any other U.M.P. level a test of (H, K). Then ip must be 
M.P. level a for (H, K") for each 0" e Thus ^(y) = (j>(y) a.e. y by 
Lemma 5.4 and (j) is unique a.e. y.D 
proposition 5.3 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumption 
14 and Conditions 5.1, 5.2 for an n > p. If Condition 5.3 does not hold 
then for the hypothesis H: 0° E vs. K: 0° E 0^ at level a where 
2 0 < a <1 (a known) there does not exist a uniformly most powerful test. 
Proof Choose 0^, 0^ from use Lemma 5.4 to construct the unique 
a.e. u M.P. tests iji. for H: 0° £ vs. K. : 0° £ {07} at level a. If 
1  n i l  
there is a U.M.P. test 4» for (H, K) at level a then 4» is M.P. (H, K^) 
1 = 1, 2. Thus (J)^ = Ç = a.e. u. We will show that there is a choice 
of 0^5 8^ such that 0^ r 02 ^ so there cannot exist a U.M.P. test. 
For each choice of 0V 0.(y) = 1 when aTy < c. a.e. y where 
1 1 1 1 
a. = f (y(9'.')) - f (0'.'), c. = (aTa.)^ 0Z + aTf (y(0V)), and y satisfies 
JL %% 1 3» 3» 2. 2. CC 1 XI 1 
Condition 5.2. Note that ^ 0 by Condition 5.1. If there is a choice 
of 0'.'. 0g such that a^ ^  ca^ for all c > 0 then (j)^ ^ a.e. y by the 
third paragraph of the proof of Theorem 5. Suppose then that for all 
choices of 0^, 0^ there exists c > 0 such that = cag. Fix some choice 
0^ £ and set n = a_y By choosing 0^ to exhaust we see that there 
is a function c: 0 —>• (0, ») such that f^(Y(02)) ~ ^n^®2^ ~ 
Then there is a choice of 0^ E 0^ such that n^fCyC©^')) n^f(Y(0^)) or 
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•Condition 5.3 will be satisfied. With 8^ so chosen we may write <j)^ ly) = 
1 if n^y < and 0 otherwise a.e. y where = (n'^n)^az^ + n^f^CyCGg)). 
Thus ^ Cg. To be definite take < c^. Let A = {y:, ^ ^(y) ^  
so that A c {y: c. < nV < c„}. Since n^y is a continuous function of 
y A is a non-empty open set and yA > 0. Thus ^ a.e. y.Q 
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VI. TEST STATISTICS FOR THE PARAMETERS OF NONLINEAR REGRESSION MODELS 
A. Order in Probability 
The concept of order in probability introduced by Mann and Wald 
(1943) (See also Pratt (1959).) is an aid in deriving the asymptotic dis­
tribution of various functions of least squares estimators. Our defin­
itions differ slightly from those in the references cited. 
Definition 6.1 Let {Z^} be a sequence of real valued random 
variables and {a^} a sequence of (strictly) positive real numbers. 
We say that Z is of probability order 0 (a ) and write 
n ^ p n 
if for every E > 0 there exists a number and an such that 
for all n > N . 
£ 
We say that Z is of probabiliry order o (a ) and write 
n p n 
a 
n r 
as n 
Definition 5.2 Let {Z^} be a sequence of k dimensional random 
variables, {a } a sequence of (strictly) positive real numbers, and the 
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k X 1 vector 1^ = (1, 1, 1)"^ where k ^  1. 
We say that is' of probability order O^Ca^)!^ and -write 
if each coordinate of Z is of probability order 0 (a ). 
n P n 
We say that Z^ is of probability order Op(a^)l^ and write 
if each coordinate of Z is of probability order o (a ). 
n p n 
Remark 6.1 It is easy to see from Definitions 6.1, 6.2 that if 
% = 
= °p'"A' 
The same holds true if we replace 0 above by o . We often abbreviate 
P P 
these statements with the notation 
°p^®ii^Vk°p'°n> = °p<Vn' 
and similarly for o^. For mixtures the following are true: 
°p(*n)°p(bn)^k = °p(Vn)^k 
Definition 5.2 Let 3' denote the Moore - Penrose generalized 
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inverse of a matrix B (Rao, 1965, p. 25) and define 
p^(0) = F^Ce)CF^(e)F^Ce)]Vce) 
p-^(e) = I - p  (e) 
n n n 
Remark 6.2 P^^8) and P^^8) are symmetric idempotent matrices. 
Thus such facts as P (6)P (6) = P (9) and 0 < n'^P (6)n < n'^n for all 
n n n — n — 
n E are true for both P (6) and P^(8). Also, P (6)P"''C6) = 0 and 
n n n n 
I "t* ""i 
P (e)F (0) = 0. When the inverse of a matrix B exists then B = B . We 
n n 
shall make frequent use of these facts in the remainder of this chapter 
without reference to Remark 6.2. 
Proposition 6.1 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 
1 through 13 inclusive for all n ^  N. Let 9^ be a least squares estima­
tor for 6®. Then there is an M such that for n > M det[F^(9°)F (6®)] > 0 
n n 
and: 
1 
a) (e -8°)^ = LF^(GO)F (0°)] ^ F^(0O)e + o ( /-) 1 
n n n n p /n p 
b) (6 - 6°)' = 0 (/-) 1 
D vn "D 
c) 0^ = n ^ll?-^(0®)ell^ -r 0 (-). 
n n p n 
Proof Assumptions 6, 10, 11 imply det[— F^(e®)F^(8°)] —*• det(F^F) 
> 0 as n —»- 00 hence the existence of M. All statements below are for 
n > max {N, K}. 
Conclusion (a). Let G and G* be as in the Dr-oof of Theorem '4. As 
n n 
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®T,»n - = + F 
Then for 9 e 
n 
(6 - e®)"^ = [F^(60)F (80)]"^T^(60)e 
n n n n n 
+ )— {I - G"G }(6 - 0°) 
/n n n n 
1  T  , 1  
^{GJ - [.-V(e»)F_^(e'')]- } ^F;(6=)e^ 
+ • 
1 
Each of the last three terms on the right are o ( /—) 1 since (see the p vn p 
proof of Theorem 4): 
Vn" {I - G"G } 0 and (0 - 0°) 0, 
n n n 
{G* - [n~V(0o)F (0°)]"^} 0 and /= F^(80)e N , 
n n n vn n n p 
J— {F^(0 ) - F^(0®)}e ——f 0 and G" ——^ (F^F) 
/n n n n n n 
Since P[8 e Î2®] —y 1 as n —y <*> conclusion (a) is established. 
n 
Conclusion (b). Let Y = CF^(e°)F (0°)]"-^F^(0°)e . Then 
T% T> 
E()/n Y ) = 0 
T1 
C(nY y"^) = [-F^(80)F (8*)]"^o^ 
n n n n n 
= [o^i] 
n pxp 
Mow [— F'(0°)F (S^)] ^  —¥ [F^F] ^  element by element as n —y <» so the 
n n n 
is a K such that < K for all i, j, n. Given e > 0 choose such 
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that M~^K < e. By Chebischevs inequality 
p[y^ ly. 1 > M ] < < e 
' in ' c en 
1  1 1 1  
for all n. Thus Y = Since 0^( + OpC^) = (^p(yg) conclusion 
(b) is established. 
Conclusion (c). Let 1(9) = I_ (6 ). Omitting the subscript n we 
50 ^ 
have 
no^  ^= ||y _ f(0)l|^I(e) f Ijy - f(e)|l^(l - 1(9)) 
= lly - f(e°) - F(90)(e - 0°)^ - lie - e®ll^(9)jri(0) + 0 (1) 
= liP^ 'e - Op(^ ) F(9°)lp - Op(|) <}>(ê)f 1(9) + Op(l) 
1 ^ 
= IiP"^(9o)eil^I(0) + llop(y^) F(eo)lp t Op(i) *(ê)||2l(8) 
- 2e^P^(60)[o ( F) F(80)l + 0 (-) *(8)]I(8) + o (1) 
P vn p p n p 
= ii?-(8®)er + o_(l) + o^(l) J |iF(90)l^ + *(8)^^1(8) 
r" i" ? 
T 0 :i) - e^-?-^(0o)<?(9)I(6) + o (1) 
p n ^ p 
= |!?-^(e°)eil^ + o (1) TO (1)Z. + 0 (1)Z_ + o (1). 
? P -L P ^ P 
Now i ||r(6°)l^ + ij)(9)ij^I(e) is uniformly bounded for all n so Z^ = 0^(1). 
Zgl 1 lié e''p(0°)iili| 4(9)1(8)11 
1 lié eijil^(0)I(9)ll . 
n 'n' 
Since ||— ejj —>• c and |i— *(6)I(9)|| is uniformly bounded for all n. 
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Zg = Op(l). Thus 
= n j^jP"''(0®)e]l^  + n [^o^ Cl) + 0^ (1)0^ (1) + 0^ (1)0^ (1) + o^ Cl)] 
= n"^llp-^(eo)eli^ + Op(i). 
Conclusion (c) is established.D 
The proof of conclusion (a) of Proposition 6.1 did not use the fact 
I 
that /n (8 - 6®) >- N . Thus, with the addition of a few details the 
n P 
proof of conclusion (a) is an alternative proof of Theorem 4. 
Proposition 6.2 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 
1 through 11 inclusive for all n > N. Let 6 be a least squares estima-
g2 _ n 
tor for 0®. If f(x, e) exists and is continuous over X x for 
00 ^96j 
i, j = 1, 2, —, p then 
If the fourth moment of e^ exists and is finite then 
o i. 
Proof By Theorem 5 Assumptions 1 through 13 are satisfied. By 
Proposition 5.1 there is an M such that n > M implies det[F^(6°)F^(0®)] > 
0. All statements in the proof are for n > max{N, M}. 
First conclusion. By Taylor's Theorem (Bartle, 1964, p. 245) there 
is a function 6: X x —>• 0° such that for every (x, 8) e X x Qo 
11? - 8®|i <_ 118 - 8°|i 
f (0) = f (6®) + F (0°)(0 - 6®)" -r (6) 
n n n n 
80 
where ^^^8) is an n % 1 vector with typical element 
*(x^ , 6) = (0 - eo)V^ f<x^ , ?(x^ , 9))Ce - 6°)' 
8)]pxp 
13 
Let Y^(8) be the n x 1 vector with typical element 
Y(x^, 6) = l^V^fCx^, G)lg, 
1(8) = 1^(8^). Omitting the subscript n we have 
na^ = ||y - f(0)||^I(e) + ||y - f(0)[]^(l - 1(e)) 
= ||y - f(80) - F(80)(8 - 8°)^  - *(8)^ 1^(8) + o (1) 
k - 9 -
= [|e - P(8°)e - o (^ ) F(e°)l - *(8)^^1(8)+ o (1) 
P 
= IHl^I (8) + ||o^(^) F(80)lp - 4'(ê)f 1(8) 
T X 1 . 
- 2e P (8°)Co ( /-) F(0O)1 - 4(a)]I(e) + o (1) 
p yn p p 
= lief + Op(l) t llOp(^) r(9°)lp ^ Op(|) -,(?)fl( 6 )  
- 2u^*(8)I(B) T o (1) 
= H!^  + li°p< J) F(e»)lp + Op( J) v(?)f 1(9) 
- 2(0 - 6®)[I^^^u^V^f(x^, •0)3(6 - 60)^I(8) + o (1) 
= ||u||^  + o (1) ^Mr(8°)ip + Y(F)!!^ i(8) 
- 6)3i^ i(e") + o„(l) 
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Now 
lull^ + Op(l) 
- 20 (J-) u\(e)i(e) + 0^ (1) 
p n p 
|u|l^  - 20 (1) ^u'^ CyC?) - Y(6°)]I(e) 
- 20 (1) -u\(e®)I(8) + o (1) 
p n ' p 
lull^ - 20 (1)Z_ - 20 (1)Z. 1(6) + o (1), 
p 3 p 4 p 
E(Z^) = 0 
V(Z^) = n ^Y^(0°)C(uu")Y(eo) 
= n 2a2y?(e0)pi(Q0)y(80) 
< n ^0^Y^(8O)y(8O) 
n~^a^f {l'v^f(x, 83)1 du (x) 
? ' P ' n 
0 
as r. >• =0. By Chebischev's inequality = o^ Cl). Since X % 0° is com­
pact y(x, 6) is uniformly continuous on X % Given e > 0 there is a 
6 such that [iS - S°{| < ô and (x, 8) E X x 0° imply 'yCx, 8) - yCx, 6®)] < 
(a + c) ^ £. Then for almost every realization of {e^} there is an N such 
that n > N implies 8 £ and |j8 - 8°|| _< 'je - 0°li < 6 so that 
11:1 ^EyO) - Y(8°)]!l < (G + e) 
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In P^"'"C6°)ell < lin e^ll < o + e 
and 
-lr_.r7r\ H.-l-nJ-Zcs \ .t! |z.| < Iin~-^[YC9) - Y(8°)]|| ||n"-^p-^(6=)e|| " 
Thus Zg ^'^'•> 0 which implies = o^d). Then 
no^  = ||u]|^  - 20 (l)Op(l) - 20p(l)Op(l)I(8) + o^ Cl) 
|p^(e°)gi= + °p(i) 
and the first conclusion is established. 
Second conclusion. From Proposition 5.1 
= n-^ !|p-'(e°)elP + 0^ (1) 
= 0^+ n ^[l|P''"(e°)e!|^ - (n - p)a^] - n 
= + Z + 0 (i). 
5 p n 
Now 
E(/n Z ) = n L^(n - p)c^  - (n - p)a^ ] = 0 
V(/E Zg) ^  nE([n~^lip-^(60)eji^]^) 
< n'^Eilej!^ 
= HleJ^ 
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< 
2 I 14-
Let e > 0 be given. Choose K > 0 so that K E|e^| < e. By Chebischev 
inequality 
PLl^" Z^l > K] < E. 
1 
Thus Zr = 0 i /—) and the second conclusion is established.D 5 p yn 
2 
B. Likelihood Ratio Test for the Location of 8, a Known 
Theorem 8 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1, 2 
3, 14 for an n > p. The Likelihood Ratio test of the hypothesis H: 0® 
2 6q VS. K: 6° ^  0Q at level a where 0 < a < 1 (CT known) is given by 
= < 
1 t^(y) > c^ 
0 tgCy) < c^ 
where 
t^Cy) = 0-2%)^ - - o-2!|y^ _ 
and c is chosen so that E ^,(y) = a (provided such a c exists), 
1 2 . ° 
Proof When a is known the Likelihood is 
L(e) = (2TICT^) ^ EXP[-%A^IIY^ - F^(E)IJ^3. 
The Likelihood Ratio test is of the form 
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r 
O^Cy) = 
1 - 21nX(y) > c. 
0 - 21nX(y) < c 
wnere 
x(y) = 
sup{L(0): 0 G 
sup{L(e): 8 E 0} 
Then 
-21nX(y) = -21n{L(6^) v L(e^)} = t^(y).n 
Theorem 9 Let the regression model r satisfy Assumptions 1 through 
2 
11 inclusive for all n > N and let 3 f(x, 0) exist and be continuous 
_ 30.96. 
over X X 0° for i,j=l, 2, ^ ^ 
Under the hypothesis H: 0° = 0^ 
"t (y) x^(p). 
(X (p) denotes the distribution function of a chi-squared random variable 
with p degrees freedom.) 
Let 5 = f (0°) - f (0^). Then there is an M such that for n > K 
n n n 0 
det[F^(0O)r (e®)3 > 0 and 
n n 
t (y) = X + y + o (1) 
1 n n p 
where 
85 
and; 
a) X and Y are independent, 
n n 
2 b) is distributed as non-central x with p degrees freedom and 
non-centrality X = h o (0°)ô 
n n n 
c) Y is distributed as a normal with mean a and vari-
n n n n 
ance 4a ^ô^P^X80)ô . 
n n n 
Proof The first conclusion follows from the second by setting 
= 0 so we need only establish the second conclusion. 
Apply Theorem 5 then Propositions 6.1, 6.2 and there is an M such 
that for n > M det[F^(G°)F (6°)] > 0 and 
n n 
t-(y) = a illy - f(G_)|| - no^} 
-O .. ..0 "O 
= o -{We + g|r - na^} 
= a ^{i!?(6°)(e 4- 5)11^ + ||P^%eo)(e +g)||2 _ 
I!p^(8°)e||^ - o^(l)} 
=  X  +  Y  - r o d ) .  
n n p 
2 
Now e N^{0, a 1} so that 
C{?(e®)(e + ô)(2e + C )'?^(e°)} = 0 
implies ?(9°)(e i- ô) and ?'^(6°)(2e +6) are independent. Since 
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o^X = (e + 6)'^P(0û)P(eo)(e + 6) and a^Y = 6^P^(60)(2e + 5) it follows 
n n 
that and are independent. For n > M rank(P(S®)) = p so that by 
Corollary 4.7.1 of Graybill (1961, p. 83) X^ is distributed as a non-
central with p degrees freedom and non-centraiity \ = h, a ^6'^P(0®)ô. 
Since EY = a ^6^P^X8°)5 and C(Y Y^) = 'a ^5^P^(60)S it follows that 
n n n 
Remark 6.3 When the hypotheses of Theorem 9 are satisfied we may 
approximate the critical point c^ of Theorem 8 by the point c£ such that 
2 
P[X > c|] = a where X is a (central) x random variable with p degrees 
freedom. 
C. Likelihood Ratio Test for the Location of the 
2 
Coordinates of 6 Which Enter Nonlinearly, a Known 
As in Section V.C, we will be considering the case when: 
2 = {0 = (8(1), 6(2),: 8(1) e R , @(1) ^  ^ (2) ^  ^ 
= {G = (9(1)' 9(2)): ®(i) = % ®(2) = 0®(2)^ 
0% = S ~ 0^ 
f(x, 0) = agCx, 0(2)) + Ii=i®i^i(^' 6(2))-
We shall find the following notation convenient: 
Definition 6.3 Let 
^(9(2)^ ~ (^0^^1/°(2)^' ^ o(^2'9(2)' 3Q(x^^8(2))) (nxl) 
A(8(2)) be the n x p^ matrix with rows 
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( ^ (2 ) ^ ' ^2 ' ^(2)^' ®'p J ^(2 ) ^ ~ •••» 
*H = a(oG(2)) 
- A(oG(2)) 
Pr  = Aj^CAJJAJ^] AJ. 
e(y) be such that inf^ [jy^ - = ||y^ - f^(8)||^ 
'H 'n n 
Leiiima 6.1 Let r E G (Definition 5,1) and let 0^ = {8 
6(2)): ®(1) ^  ^  ' ®(2) ^  0®(2)^' 
(9(1)' 
G(y) = (8(i)(y). 00(2)) 
where 
G(i)(y) = " ®H' 
Proof Now infjj ||y^ - f^(e)|| = inf ^  ||y^ - 2% - '^®(i)ll^- It is 
 ^  ^^  "T T "F T 
a well known result in linear nodels theory that 8^^^ = [A^A^] - a^) 
is a point in R ^ which minimizes ||y^ - a^ -
Propo s it ion 6.3 Let r E G satisfy Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 14 for an 
n > p. The Likelihood Ratio test of the hypothesis H: e° g vs. K: q° 
2 
E at level a where 0 < a < 1 (CT known) is given by 
1 tgXy) > Cg 
0 t2(y) < Cg 
88 
where 
tgfy) = ~ 
and c^ is chosen so that sup_ E^4^(y) = a (provided such a c_ exists), 
Z V ^ 6 
Proof (See the proof of Theorem 8.) 
tgCy) = -21n{sup^ L(e)/sup^L(e)} 
H 
= -21n{L(6)/L(e)} 
= - f(8)W^ - a'^lly - f(e)li^.n 
Proposition 6.4 Let r e 6 satisfy Assumptions 1 through 11 inclu-
3^ 
sive for all n > N and let g-g -gg- f(x, 6) exist and be continuous over 
i 3 
X X 0° for i, j = 1, 2, ..., p. Under the hypothesis H; 8° e 
tgty) x^Cpg)' 
Proof For 9® e ^2 the matrix F (6°) is of the form [A» i F,_.(8°)], 
n n rl ' t z J 
Apply Theorem 5 then Proposition 6.1 and we have detF^(6°)F^(6®) > 0 
for all n > M which implies det A^^ > 0 for all n > M. All statements 
in the proof are for n > max{M, N}. By Proposition 6.2 for 6® £ 
t^Cy) = a~^Ily - f(e)ll^ - c ^llp'''(e°)elP - o^(l) 
= a ^lle + f(e®) - f(e)ll^ - a~^!lp-^(SO)eI! - o (1) 
p 
= a'^iie + A^e*?) - - a'^lip'-(0°)ef - o^Cl) 
= a'^Iie T A„69T. - P-(e + f(8°) - a„)ii^ - a"^iip-^'(e®)eii^ - c, (1) 
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= a-^lle + - P%(e + - a-^llp-'Ce®)®!!^ - o^Cl) 
= - 0-2||P^(8o)eW2 - o^(l) 
= a ^e^(P(80) - P,,)e - o (1) 
n p 
Now 
[Aj. i F(2)(80)] = F(60) = P(80)F(8°) = P(0°)CA^ ; F^g^Ce*)] 
so that P(6®)Ajj = A^ which implies P(6°)Pj. = P^ and P^P(8°) = P^. Thus 
(P(80) - P^) (P(80) - P^) = (P(e°) - P^) so that (PO®) - P^) is sym­
metric and idempotent. Since tr(P(6°) - Py) = p - p^ = Pg the rank of 
(P(8°) - Pj.) is p^. By Theorem 4.6 of Graybill (1961, p. 82) 
a ^e^(P(8°) - Py)e x^(P2)-0 
Remark 6.4 When the hypotheses of Proposition 6.4 are satisfied 
we may approximate the critical point c^ of Proposition 6.3 by the point 
2 
c^ such that P[X > C^] = a where X is a (central) x random variable 
with Pg degrees freedom. 
2 
D. Tests Based on the Asymptotic Normal Distribution of 8^, a Known 
When the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied for- a regression model 
r 
/n (8 - Q°y N {0, c^CF^F)""} 
n p 
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By analogy to normal theory (Anderson, 1958, p. 54-) it is possible to 
construct test statistics for the hypotheses of Sections VI.B, VI.C 
and approximate the critical point. 
For the hypothesis H: 0® = 0^ vs. K: 0° ^  0^ of Section VI.B let 
(which exists by Assumptions 2, 5, 5) then 
tgCy) = - 0o)F^F(0Q)(0^ - 0Q ) ^  
2 
converges in Law to a x (p) under the null hypothesis H: 0° = 0^. The 
corresponding test is 
*3(7) = < 
1 tjCy) > 03 
0 tjCy) < C3 
where c, is chosen so that E = a (provided such a c„ exists). The 
0 
point c, may be approximated by the point such that P[X > c^] = a 
2 
where X x (p) 
The matrix F^F(8.) of t_(y) may be replaced by either n F^(0 )F (0 ) 
U O T1 U T1 U 
or n ^ F^(9 )F (0 ) and the above statements remain true. 
n n n n 
The null hypothesis of Section VI.C 
H: 0» £ = (S = (8(1). 8(2)): 8(1) E 0(2, = „0(j)} 
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does not completely specify the matrix F^F(8) as in general we may expect 
that F^F(G) will vary over 5^. Thus it will usually be necessary to use 
the matrix V = [ — F^(8 )F (6 )] ^  when constructing test statistics, 
n n n n n 
Partition V and (F^F) ^  so that and F^F^^ are the southeast p^ x p^ 
sutsnatrices of V and (F^F) ^  respectively. When the assumptions of 
Theorem 4 are satisfied 
V22 F^F^Z 
and 
( 0 ( 2 )  -  8 ^ 2 ) ) ^  — ^  N  { 0 ,  o V F ^ ^ } .  
Then 
= Cf ^(6(2) " 0®(2)^^22^®(2) " 0®(2)^ 
2 
converges in Law to a % CP2^ under the null hypothesis H: 0° e [3^. The 
corresponding test is 
r 1 t..(y) > =4 
*4(7) = 
0 ty(y) < c^ 
where c^ is chosen so that sup^ = a (provided such a c^^ exists). The 
n 
point may be approximated by the point c^]|^ such that P[X > c^^] = a 
2 
where X 'V' x (Pg)-
92 
2 
E. Exact Tests for the Location of 0, a Known 
As in Section V.B we will be considering the case when the regres-
2 
s ion model r satisfies Assumption 14, a is known, and we wish to test 
H: 0® = vs. K: 6° ^  8^ at level a, 0 < a < 1. When we say that a 
test $(y) is exact in this context we mean that Eg $(y) = a. 
The method of construction exact tests is based on the following 
observation: 
00 = e => y _ f (6 ) ~ N {0, 0^1}. 
u n n u n 
If we let ê = y^ - then any test which is sensitive to departures 
of ê from the N^{0, a^l} distribution will be a "good" test of H: 9® = 6^ 
vs. K: 6° f 6q. This approach is not new and examples may be found in 
Hartley (1964) and elsewhere. 
Following the ideas of Hartley one could select an n x q matrix u 
with rank q <_ n and base a test on the statistic 
tg(y) = )^U(U^U)"V(y^ - f^Ce^)). 
2 
Under H: 9° = 9^ tg(y) ~ % (q) so that an exact test is 
1 tgCy) > cg 
tgCy) 
tgCy) < C; 
2 
where is chosen so that P[X > c^] = a when X % ( q ) .  
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A reasonable choice of U is often the matrix 7^(8^). The argument 
usually advanced in defense of U = F^CG^) is that if the first order 
Taylor expansion of f^(0) in 0 is a "good" approximation then the linear 
model 
y. - + % 
will closely approximate the nonlinear model 
Yn = + e^. 
The test of H: (6° - = 0 used in linear models theory would lead to 
the test #c(y) with U = 
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VII. VARIOUS COMPLEMENTS 
2 
A. Comparison of Tests for the Location of 6, a Known 
In this section we shall make a few comments on the relative merits 
of the tests (})^ for H; 0° - 0^ vs. K; 6° f 6q. We assume through­
out that the regression model at hand satisfies Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 14 
2 
and that a is known. 
The test of Section VI. E is based on an approximation of the 
space 
Î? = {dCe) = f (8) - f (6„): e e 0} 
n n w 
by the space 
C(U) = {TI = Uy: y e R^}. 
One might suspect that if the norm of the projection of 5 = f^(8°) -
f^CSg) e V onto C(U) is small the test (j),. will have poor ability to dis­
tinguish between the points 8^ and 6®; that is. 
Recalling that rank (U) = q we set 
Py = u(u'^u)"^u'^ 
so that 
tg(y) = o ^(e + ô)^P^Ce + 6) 
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~ X (q, A) 
where the non-centrality X = %a We decompose the vector 6 so that 
6 = PyS + 2^5 
Ilôll^ = ilPysf + 
If P #C(U) it is possible that = 0 hence A = 0 so that 
^60*5 = * = 
even though ||6|| may be quite large. We will illustrate this situation with 
an example. 
Definition 7.1 Set 
u^ (6) = sine 
.(S) 
-2(6 + h) 
— ^ o' 
2(6 - h) 
- 00 < 6 < -1 
-1 £ 6 £ 1 
1 < 0 < œ 
and let 
rg = (X, 0, f, {x^}, {e^}, 0°) 
be the regression model defined by 
X = [0, 1] X [0, 1] 
0 = (-«o , <=) 
f(x, 6) = x^y^(6) + 
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'1\ t odd 
lO, 
^ 
0\ t even 
a, 
e^ iid N(0, a ) 
9° unspecified. 
Lemma 7.1 Let n be even for r^ and set 
Yg = ^ 1 It 1%, t odd} 
^e " n ^^^t" 1 -t 1%, t even} 
Then the least squares estimator 6 satisfies 
n 
?8[ye > 2T7 - 1] = Pg[|8^| > TT] 
for every 8 e 2. 
Proof See Figure 7.1. For n even . 
Q^(8) = K + y R(0) 
wnere 
^ = It odd • I, even <>t " 
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*2' Pe 
(%u(e), wu/6)) 10 
2-
% 1 
Figure 1.1 Title surrogate 
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R(8) = (Yq  - sln6)^ + (y^ - u^Ce))^ . 
R(6) is once continuously differentiable in 0 at ir so that for given 
8 E 0. 
Pg[6 = tt] <_ PqC-^R'CTT) = 0] 
= P [2y^ - Yq = 477 - 2] 
= 0 
because 2y^ - y^ ~ - u^(0); ^  o^}. Similarly Pg[8 = -tt] = 0. 
Let {y^}^_^ be such that y^ > 2n - 1 and suppose 0 minimizing R(0) 
(hence Q^(8)) satisfies 0 <_ [0| < ^7f. There is a 0 such that < j 01 <_ ir 
\^j I t  t  I  
and sin0 = sin0. But |0 j < |0 j implies 
UgCG) < UgC^) ^ 2-n - 1 < y^ 
so that 
R(9) •= (Yq  - sin9)^ + (y^ -
> (Yq  - sin0)^ + (y^ - u^C©))^ 
= R(0). 
Now 0 cannot minimize R(0) if R(9) > R(0) so our assumption that 
0 ± I 8 I ^ is false. Suppose, then, that ^  | 8 | < -rr. Set 
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0 - 2 1 7  h- ï ï  <  6  < -
e = < 
6  +  2 m  - 7 r < 6 <  - % i T  
then 
1^1 3 IT < 6 < — TT 1 I — 2. 
sin "è = sin 6 
.ru. 
lUgfG) - (217 - 1) î = lugCe) - C2it - 1) 
As a result, whether 
or 
U2(6) < 2ir 1 < U^CB) < 
UgCG) < 217 - 1 < < UgCG) 
we have 
y g - UgCG)! ^ |y_ - u^(e) 
e 2 
hence 
R(e) > R(e). 
Thus our assumption that ^i7 <_ j 61 < T7 is false. Then y^ > 2T7 - 1 implies 
17 < lei. Hence 
IOC 
Pa[y_ > 27: - i: iPfldel 1 = PfiChl > n]. 
Similarly 
PgCyg, ±2n - i: = PgCy^ < 2TT - 1] ^ Pgdel i irj.o 
Lemma 7.2 Let n be even for r^. For the hypothesis H: 6° = 0 vs. 
K: 8° f 0 at level .05 if U = F (6) and - = (2%- l)^/a^ 
n n 
Egpg = 1 - $[a - a(27r - 1) 
= 1 - 0[b - a(27r - 1) ^ sin 8] + $[ - b - a(2iT - 1) ^ sin 8] 
where $ is the distribution function of a standard normal random variable 
and $(a) = .95, $(b) = .975. 
Proof Vf(x^, 0) = so that 
F (0) = (1, 0, 1 ,  0, ..., 1, 0)^ (n X 1 ) .  
Hence lim^^ ^n ^ F^(0)F^(0) = h. and tg(y) = c ^ y {8^| . 
-2 -n 2 
if we take - c — -u tnen 
= PgCie^J > IT] 
= PgL^ > 27T - 1] 
by Lemma 7.1 
= 1 - («[(^ c^) ^ (2T - 1 -
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= 1 - (J)Ca - a(2m - 1)~ ygCe)] 
When U = F (0) 
n 
tc(y) = a (0)[f-(0)f (0)]"4:(0)y^ 
5 n n n n n n 
= I 
If we take = h then 
=8*5 = PeCtsfy) > =5] 
= PeC# > b'] 
= i^)[- b - a(2n - 1) ^ sin 8] 
+ 1 - 4)[b - a(2TT - 1) ^ sin 8].H 
Using Lemma 7.2 with a = 1.6449 and b = 1.9500 the values of 
for }6 j = 0(.01)1, 1(.2)20 were computed to an accuracy of - .00001. 
The results are tabulated in Table 7.1 and plotted in Figure 7.2. 
Table 7.1 Title surrogate 
lô'l 
^6*3 =9*5 i e !  =6*3 =6*5 
0 .05000 .05000 2.0 .2386 .0592 
.01 .05000 .05000 2.2 .2788 .0573 
.02 .05001 .05000 2.4 .3221 .0551 
.03 .05002 .05001 2.6 .3680 .0530 
.04 .05005 .05001 2.8 .4158 .0512 
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Table 7.1 (Continued) 
e 28*3 =8*5 G =0*3 =6*5 
.05 
.05 
.07 
. 08  
.09 
.1 
. 2  
.3 
.4 
.5 
. 6  
.7 
. 8  
.9 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.5 
1.8 
.05008 
.05011 
.05015 
.05020 
.05026 
.05032 
.0513 
.0530 
.0553 
.0585 
.0627 
.0678 
.0741 
.0819 
.0912 
.1133 
.1391 
.1685 
.2017 
.05002 
.05004 
.05005 
.05007 
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10^ . 
At all computed points the expectations satisfied which 
would indicate that ]6| > .01 => > Eg$g. Although it is possible 
that there is an e > 0 such that E^^g < E^^^ for |8| < e, the computations 
indicate that for any practical purposes the test is preferable to the 
test 8g. 
It is clear that there are better choices of U available for the ex­
ample. For instance, if we take 
U = (0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1)^ 
we find that t^(y) = ^ o ^y^^ so that ^^(y) = ^^(y) a.e. 
The example points out the dependence of the power function of 
on the choice of the n x q matrix U. When P c£ C(U) it is possible to 
suffer considerable loss of power even when {|ô|| is large. Thus we might 
attempt to choose U such that Ï? c C(U). In general, the only way to do 
this is to take C(U) = R^. This may be done by choosing U = I^ so that 
tgCy) = c"*Et=i(yt - f(*t' Go)}^ 
n. x^(n, >•) 
where the non-centrality is À = %a ^5"^6. 
We consider the consequences of choosing U = I for the example. 
n • * 
Lemma 7.3 Let n be even for r^. For the hypothesis H: 9° = 0 
vs. K: Q° r 0 at level .05 if U = I and — = (2% - l)^/a^ 
n n 
Egtg = PCX > C] 
2, 
where X x (n, À) with 
1Q5 
= Jsa^(2Tr - l)~2[Csin 8)^ + (UgCe))^] 
and C satisfies P[X > C] = .05 when 6=0. 
Proof 
X = îsa"^5'^6 
= - 3^(217 - 1)-2[E (sit, 0)2 + (u (e))2].o 
n 2 z z 
2 
Using Lemma 7.3 and Tables of Noncentral x (Fix, 1949) it is possi­
ble to make a limited comparison of when U = with As be-
-2rn 
fore. we take a = 1.6499. The results for n = 2 and n = 10 are presented 
as Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2 Title surrogaxe 
|8| T A 
"8^3 =8*5 l e i  o o ^=8*5 
n = 2 n = 10 
0.0 .050 .05 0.0 .050 .05 
1.667 .179 .1 2.430 .329 .1 
2.597 .367 .2 3.585 .609 .2 
3.175 .509 . 3 4.269 .759 .3 
3.635 .521 .4 4.833 .854 .4 
4.054 .715 .5 5.353 .915 .5 
4.473 • .796 . 5 5.855 .954 .6 
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Table 7.2 (Continued) 
Va =6*5 I® I Va Vs 
n = 2 
4.930 .867 .7 
5.472 .927 .8 
5.213 .972 .9 
n = 10 
5.379 .978 .7 
6.964 .991 .8 
7.750 .998 .9 
The computations indicate that the test 4)^ is preferable to <|)g when 
U = I . 
n 
Our example shows that the power of the test can be quite sensi­
tive to the choice of the matrix U. General rules such as take U = F (0„) 
n 0 
or U = I_ do not seem to be an adequate defense against this sensitivity. 
It seems to us that the possibility of severe loss of power outweighs the 
advantage of an exact bound for the Type I error. 
We have insufficient information to voice a preference between the 
Likelihood Ratio test and the test based on the asymptotic normality 
of 6^. Perhaps it should be pointed out that since the conditions of 
Theorem 8 are stronger than these of Theorem 4 it may not be possible to 
approximate the critical point of 4)^ by c^ (Remark 6.3) in cases where the 
critical point of may be approximated by c^. Also, tests based on the 
asymptotic normality of 6^ are more versatile. For example, the test 
of H: 6® £ vs. K: 6 e given in Section VI.D does not require that r 
be a member, of G. 
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2 
B. The Case When a is Unknown 
2 2 
When a is unknown, the obvious approach is to replace a in the 
<^2 "2 
test statistics t^(y) i = 1, 2, 3, 4 by (provided exists and is 
non-zero). The test statistics thus obtained are : 
si(y) = - ||y^ - V 
SgCy) = - fa(ê)|f - ||y„ -
83(7) = - e„)FV(e^)(5^ -
s^(y) = - oe(2))V22<®(2) " 0®(2)'^-
The corresponding tests are: 
1 s^(y) > dj. 
^i(y) = <1 
^ 0 S;(y) < d; 
where d^ is chosen such that 
sup{Eg^.(y): 6 satisfies H} = a 
(provided such a d^ exists). 
The same conditions which allowed us to approximate the critical 
points c^ of by cj allow us to approximate the critical points d^ 
of ^ ;(y) by cl. To see this note that if Assumptions 1 through 8 are 
satisfied for all n > N then > CT"'. Then if t.(y) —^  x^ (f.) when 
n 1 1 
Ô® satisfies H it follows that 
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s^(y) = [o^/o^] t^(y) X^Cf^) 
2 *2 P 2 
since a /a^ —>• 1 when 0 < a < «>. 
The exact test may be modified along similar lines if rank CU) = 
q < n. Under the hypothesis H; 0° = 6^ 
s^ = (y^ - fn(8o))^(I - U(U'^U)"^")(y^ - f^(8o)Cn ^ 
2 2 is distributed as a X where X ~ and is independent of t^Cy). 
Then under H: 0® = 6^ 
^y) = q-l(s2/a2)-ltg(y) = (s^)"^(y^ - f^Ce^))''u(U^U)"V(y^ - f^(8o)Q."* 
is distributed as FCq, n - q). The corresponding test is 
= - < 
1 SçXy) > d. 
SgCy) < dç 
where d^ is chosen so that PCX > d^] = a when X F(q, n - q). 
C. A Regression Model Where ix^} is a Sample from a Distribution 
The regression model rg G F which we consider in this section resulted 
from an attempt to extend the results of Section II.C to the case when 
the {x^} is a realization of the collection of random variables {Xj_}"_^; 
the X^ are identically and independently distributed with distribution 
function F(x). With mild conditions on F(x) it is possible to show that 
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Assumptions 1 through 12, 14, 15 hold. Unfortunately, vre have not been 
able to obtain Assumption 13 without restrictions on F(x) which severely 
limit application to practical problems. 
We will consider the case when F(x) puts positive weight on every 
open subset of X. 
Definition 7.2 Let 
rg = (X, Q, f, {x^}, {e^}, 0°) 
be the regression model defined as follows: 
X = [a, b] where - <=o<a<b<«>. 
Î2 = R X [c, d] where a < c < d < b. 
2 2 
f(x, 6) = + GgX + 0gX + 0^(0^ - x) sgn(0g - x) 
Let {x^} be a realization from a sequence of independent and ident­
ically distributed random variables {X_^}__, with range in X and distri­
bution function F(x). Let F(x) satisfy: a) If A ^ 0 is an open subset 
of and A C X then dF(x) > 0. b) The matrix 
W*(Gc) = E/TJ—f(x, e)vl—f(x, 6) dF(x)j 
5 •' oo. oo. ' 0,.=J. pxp J. 1 H-  ^
is positive definite for all 6^ in [c, d]. 
2 
Let {e^} be a sequence of independent N {0, a } random variables 
2 
with 0 < o < «. 
Let S° be in the interior of 5 and such that 0^ / 0. 
Proposition 7.1 For almost every realization {x^} of {X_^} there 
" C L 
is an N such that r^ satisfies Assumption 1 through 12, 14, 15 for every 
iio 
1 
Proof Let F (x) be defined as — times the number of x. < x in 
n n t — 
{x . By the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem (Tucker, 1957, p. 127) for 
* 
almost all realizations {x^} of {X^} F^^x) —> F(x) uniformly over X. 
It is easy to see that as a consequence there is an N which depends on 
the realization such that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied. 
Then for n > N Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 15 are satisfied. As­
sumptions 4, 14 are satisfied by definition. It only remains to show 
that Assumptions 6, 7, 11 hold for almost every realization {x^} and 
Assumption 8 will follow by Lemma 2.'4. 
We establish that Assumption 5 holds for almost every realization. 
Let g: X >- such that g is continuous (hence bounded) be given. Then 
/ g(x) dy^(x) = n"^^^_^g(x^) 
E(g(X^)) 
by the Strong Law of Large Numbers (Tucker, 1957, p. 124) 
= / g(x) dF(x) 
= / g(x) du(x) 
where y is the measure on (X, A) defined by u(A) = dF(x). 
We establish Assumption 7. The set 
Ag = {x: |f(x, 6) - f(x, 0®)| > O} 
is an open set for each 6 e H because f is continuous on X % if 
y(Ag) = dr(x) = 0 
6 
Ill 
then Ag = 0 by condition a) on F(x), Ag = 0 implies f(x, 9) = f(x, 9®) 
for every x e Xj since 8® r 0 this implies 9 = 9° as we have seen in the 
proof of Proposition 2.2. Thus y(Ag) = 0 implies 9 = 9° which establish­
es Assumption 7. 
We establish Assumption 11. Sincc the matrix W'(9®) is positive 
definite by hypothesis and 9° ^  0 it follows that F'^'F must be positive 
definite.D 
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